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Created as part of a Wellcome Trust funded project

[Augsburg : Johann Schaur, between 18 Oct. & 17 Dec. 1496]

Sp Coll Hunterian Bx.3.38

Note
Signatures: a⁸ b⁶ c⁶.
Imprint details supplied from ISTC.
Begins with letter from Grünpeck addressed to Bernhard de Waltkirch, dated Augsburg "quindecima kal[n]d. nouembris anno 1496": a2r-a3r.

Contains Sebastian Brant’s poem on syphilis "De pestilentiali scorra sive de Franzos Eulogium" (a3r-a5r) and comments on it, suggesting the disease is due to the astrological conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter.

With 2 woodcut illustrations: title-page (leaf a1r) illustration depicting the victims of disease appealing to the Virgin; full page woodcut of zodiac and planets showing conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter (leaf a1v). Woodcut initials.

Indexed In: ISTC (BL web catalogue), ig00514800
BM 15th cent., II, p. 393
GW, 11569

Provenance: Aourolod, Petros, 16th century. Ms. ownership inscription on title-page.
Moreau, René, 1587-1656. Ms. inscription on title-page.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Augsburg 1496
Printer Etc.: Schaur, Johann, fl. 1482-1500.
Provenance: "Petros Aourolods, komarches": inscription in Greek in a 16th-century hand at the foot of a1r (transliterated): "Biblion tou Petrou Aouroloudou komarchou". René Moreau (1587-1656), Professor of Medicine, Collège Royal, Paris: inscription on a1r: "Moreau Med. Paris." William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow, Hunterian bequest, 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ag.10.23".

Binding: 18th-century gold-tooled red morocco; marbled endpapers; gilt-edged leaves. Size: 186 x 133 mm.
Leaf size: 183 x 130 mm.

Ms. annotations: frequent early marginal annotations in Latin; occasional "nota" marks and pointing hands; underlining in black and red throughout.

Decoration: some capital strokes supplied in red in most chapter headings.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b2694586
Libellus de epidemicam, quam uulgo morbum Gallicum uocant.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ac.4.5

Note: Signatures: a-c8 d4+1.
Imprint details from colophon on d4r.
Last leaf (d5r) contains errata.
Initial spaces, with guide letters.

Indexed In: ISTC (BL web catalogue), il00165000
Goff, L165
BM 15th cent., V, p. 557
Proksch, v. 1, p. 7
Bodleian 15th cent., L-087

Pitcairn, William, 1712-1791. Purchased at Mead sale.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Venice 1497

Printer Etc.: Manuzio, Aldo, 1449 or 50-1515.

Provenance: Richard Mead (1673-1754) M.D.: "Dr Mead 1. 6." in pencil on front free endpaper; Mead's shelfmark in ink "li,3.,12." on front free endpaper; lot 180, p. 19 (22 Nov. 1754) in 'Bibliotheca Meadiana' (London: 1754); sold for £1.6.0 to Dr William Pitcairn according to the priced copy (partially annotated with buyers' names) of the Mead sale catalogue in University of Glasgow Library (shelfmark Mu33-e.30). William Pitcairn (1712-1791), physician, President of the Royal College of Physicians, London: see above. William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: presumably acquired by Hunter directly from Pitcairn (whose library was sold in 1793, ten years after Hunter's death). University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmarks "Ai.5.23" and "W.7.27".

Binding: England(?), 18th-century speckled calf decorated with a border of double gold fillets and a blind roll; gold-tooled spine; sprinkled red-edged leaves. Size: 207 x 155 mm. Leaf size: 201 x 147 mm.

Annotations: frequent marginal annotations (heavily washed) in Latin in an early hand; frequent underlining and inserted punctuation marks; occasional pointing hands.

Imperfections: wanting a2.7 and the final leaf of errata.
Disputatio utiles de morbo gallico et opinio[n]is Nicolai Leonice[n]i co[n]firmatio co[n]tra aduersarium eande[m] opinione[m] oppugnantem.

Impressu[m] Bononiae. : [Benedictus Hectoris], Die uero. xxvi. Martii. M. CCCC. LXXXX. VIII. [26 March 1498]

Sp Coll Hunterian Bx.3.37

Note: Signatures: a-b⁸. Place and date of printing from colophon on b8r; name of printer supplied from ISTC. Written by Antonius Scanarolus -- see dedication on a2r.

Summary: A criticism of Natale Montesauro's De dispositionibus quas vulgares mal franzoso appellant (1498), which is itself a criticism of Niccolò Leonicenno's De morbo Gallico. -- See BM 15th cent.

Note: Initial spaces, guide-letters; printed marginalia.

Indexed In: ISTC (BL web catalogue), is00304000 Goff, S304 BM 15th cent. VI, p. 844 Proksch, v. 1, p. 8

Collection: Hunterian.


Place & Date: Bologna 1498

Printer Etc.: Faelli, Benedictus Hectoris, fl. 1480-1523.


Binding: England, 18th-century red morocco decorated with double gold fillets, a small gold floral tool at each corner; gold-tooled spine; marbled endpapers; gilt-edged leaves; flyleaves have watermark of crowned royal arms encircled with motto "Honi soit qui mal y pense". Size: 185 x 134 mm.

Leaf size: 183 x 130 mm.

Annotations: author's name and date of printing written on title-page [a1] "Antonii Scanaroli 1498".

Decoration: five-line initial "N" on a2r and seven-line initial "P" on a2v supplied in red and blue; two other initials supplied in red; paragraph marks supplied in red or blue; symbol supplied in red at foot of b1r (to denote new gathering?); red ink rules on all pages (including title-page and the two blank pages a1v and b8v).

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b2891362

[Strassburg] : [Ioanne Schotto pressore Arge[n]tino], 1514.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.24

Note: Title page ornamented with coat of arms of Cardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg. Imprint details from colophon. Signatures: a-1⁴ Engraved portrait of the author on the verso of the last leaf. Contains an exchange of letters between Paul Ricius and the author (p. [82-85]) and a postscript by Wolfgang Angst (p. [86]).

Indexed In: Osler, 4974 Proksch, v. 1, p. 1(1)


Place & Date: Mainz 1519 Printer Etc.: Schöffer, Johann, fl. 1503-1531.


Provenance: with manuscript ownership inscription by Ferguson on front pastedown: "John Ferguson March 23 1891".

Binding: 19th century stiff paper wrapper; manuscript title and date of publication on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082597
Aureum opus & sublme ad medella[m] non parum vtile Plinij philosophi & medici
i[n]tegerrimi. / No[n]nullaq[ue] opuscula videlicet Joa[n]nis Almenar: Nicolai Leoniceni
i[n]terp[r]etis fidelissimi amobus: De morbo Gallico vt vulgo dicitur: Angeli Bolognini [De]
cura vlceru[m] exteriorum: Alexa[n]dri Benedicti De peste: & Dominici Arcignanei De
po[n]deribus & me[n]suris nuper inue[n]ti ad praxim qua[m]maxi[m]e necessarij feliciter
incipiunt.


Sp Coll Hunterian Y.3.12 (Item 1 of 2)
& Sp Coll Hunterian Z.2.12 (Item 4 of 4)

Note: The first work is "a rearrangement a capite ad calcem of the medical contents of the Natural History. It
was ascribed to Pliny or to one Plinius Valerianus. It dates probably from the second half of the fourth

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Bales, Robert. Manuscript ownership signature in Hunterian Z.2.12 copy
Gourmeley, Stephen. Manuscript ownership inscription in Hunterian Z.2.12 copy.

Place & Date: Pavia 1516
Printer Etc.: Garaldi, Bernardino, fl. 1501-1528.
Annotations in Hunterian Y.3.12 copy: frequent manuscript annotations in two early hands throughout commenting on
text; one hand exclusively in black ink, the other in red ink; frequent underlining from both annotators;
pointing hands in red ink.

Annotations in Hunterian Z.2.12 copy: manuscript note at head of title page of item 1 in this volume: The first of all
these books bound together is---; note is initialed E underneath; the number 18 is enclosed in a square
box at the head of title page of item 1 in this volume; occasional manuscript annotations.

University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with
former shelfmark "Am.3.12".

Provenance of Hunterian Z.2.12 copy: manuscript ownership signature on title page: Joseph Fenton; manuscript
ownership inscription on title page: Ex libris Stephanij Gourmeleij [unread]solite; manuscript ownership
signature at head of front pastedown: Robert Bales; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and
anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library
bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Am.3.14".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088345

[Lugduni] : [Per Simonem Beuilaqua], [1506] [i.e. 1516]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ck.3.31 (Item 1 of 2)

Note: Imprint details from colophon.
Imprint gives erroneous publication date of 1506; printer Simone Bevilacqua was active in Lyon between 1516-1518. Date of publication is 1516 cf. USTC etc.
Printers device
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Prosch, v. 1, p. 8
FB, 71627
USTC, 143132
Gültlingen, III p. 137: 9

Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Lyon 1516

Printer Etc.: Bevilacqua, Simone, fl. 1485-1518.

Annotations: note describing second item bound with this work on verso of front flyleaf: Item, Jacobi Ruesslibellus de tumorous qui busdam phlegmaticis; note at head of title page: et ofesin(?) esto mihi Jesus; below this is a note in another hand in Greek; in the centre of the title page is a note referring to the printers device: in hoc signo Vinces; manuscript ownership signature (?) obliterated on title page.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ai.6.21".

Binding: 17th/18th century brown sheepskin; triple blind tooled fillet board frame; single gilt fillet at board edge; yellow dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1780180
Vlrichi de Hutten eq. De guaiaci medicina et morbo gallico liber vnus.

Mogutiae [i.e. Moguntiae] : In aedibus Ioannis Scheffer mense Aprili, interregni vero quarto., Anni M. D. XIX. cum privilegio Caesareo Sexenni. [1519]

Sp Coll Ferguson Ag-b.19

Note: Title page ornamented with coat of arms of Cardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg.
Imprint details from colophon.
Signatures: a-i⁴
Engraved portrait of the author on the verso of the last leaf.
Contains an exchange of letters between Paul Ricius and the author (p. [82-85]) and a postscript by Wolfgang Angst (p. [86]).

Indexed In: Osler, 4974
Proskch, v. 1, p. 1(1)

Place & Date: Mainz 1519
Print Etc.: Schöffer, Johann, fl. 1503-1531.
Annotations: with manuscript note in pencil on verso of front pastedown by Ferguson "John Ferguson March 23 1891. Piol (?) sale a. Claudin. First Edition? very nice" manuscript note in pencil in another hand on verso of front free endpaper "[unread] of a [unread] 1523 [unread] [unread]" [unread] noted in pencil at top of title page; manuscript notes on interior of stiff paper wrapper visible.

Provenance: with manuscript ownership inscription by Ferguson on front pastedown: "John Ferguson March 23 1891".

Binding: 19th century stiff paper wrapper; manuscript title and date of publication on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078318

On les vend a Lyon : en la maison de Claude Nourry dict la Prince : aupres Nostre Dame de Confort., [1520?]

Sp Coll Hunterian Aw.3.5

Note
Printed after 1519, when the first edition was produced in Mainz, and before 1533 which was the end date of the activity of Claude Noury (Etienne Gueynard stopping in 1529 or 1530).
Publisher's device of Claude Nourry on last leaf, and of Étienne Gueynard on verso of title page.
Indexed In: Baudrier, Xle serie : Etienne Gueynard, p. 186
Brunet, v. 3, col. 391
USTC, 38017
FB, 30270
Proksch, v. 1, p. 11(4)
Place & Date Lyon 1530
Printer Etc. Nourry, Claude, fl. 1493?-1533.
Gueynard, Etienne, fl. 1496-1530.
Annotations: unread possible ownership inscription on title page: Mich. P[...] & [unread]; notes on rear pastedown (possibly pen trials(?)); fragment of provenance note on remains of rear endpaper; possible price note on front pastedown.
Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription at head of front pastedown: Ex Lib. Claudij Torcheti; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmarks "W.7.9" and "Cl.3.37"; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmarks "W.7.9 and "Cl.3.37".
Binding: Early 16th century suede binding.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085556
Vlrichi de Hvtten eq. De gvaici medicina et morbo gallico liber vnvs.

[Mogvntiae] [i.e. Moguntiae] : [in aedibvs Ioannis Schoeffer.], [Anno. M. D. XXIII.] [1524]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.9

Note Imprint from colophon: Mogvntiae in aedibvs Ioannis Schoeffer. Anno. M.D. XXIII.
Title within woodcut architectural border, incorporating the printer's device.
With woodcut initials.
Contains an exchange of letters between Paul Ricius and the author ([41v-42r]) and a postscript by Wolfgang Angst ([42v])
First edition Mainz, 1519.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 11(1)
VD16, H6349

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Mainz 1524
Printer Etc.: Schoeffer, Johann fl. 1475-1531.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: 
Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Af.10.24".
Binding: 18th century speckled calf; gold tooled board edges; spine decorated in gilt; black morocco label at head of spine with date in gilt; evidence of missing label at head of spine with author details; red sprinkled edges

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076941
Nicolai Massa Veneti: artium & medicine doctoris: Liber de morbo Gallico:

[Venetiis]: [In aedibus Francisei Bindoni, ac Maphei Pasini summa dilige[n]tia impressus.], 1507 [i.e. 1527]


Indexed In: USTC, 841389
EDIT16, 60434
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1527
Printer Etc.: Bindoni, Francesco, fl. 1523-1557.
Pasini, Maffeo, fl. 1524-1551.
Annotations: manuscript notes in the margins in two hands commenting on text; lengthy manuscript note facing title page: This edition of Massa was printed 25 years before what Astruc supposes to have been the first edition of the book: and carries Massa upwards in the catalogue of venereal disease writers from 1532 to 1507. Yet I think there must be an error in the date of this edition: for in the 4th chap. he tells us of a venereal body which he dissected An. 1524; and he hears of guaiacum, which was not known in Italy till 1517. J. Astruc Vil. 1 p. 144.


Binding: 18th century brown calf skin; board edges gilt; spine decorated in gilt; red morocco label at head of spine with authors name.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082690
Nova penitentialis quadragesima, necnon purgatorium, in morbirum gallicu[m] siue venereum vna cu[m] dialogo aquae argenti, ac Ligni Gaiaca colluctantiu[m], super dicti morbi curatio[n]is pr[ae]latura opus fructiferum, / a Iacobo Abethencourt Rhotomagensi medico nup[er] editum, quo sequentia continentur.

Impressum Parisijs, : Typis Nicolai Sauetier, in vico Carmelitarum, sub homine sylstri., 1527.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.23

Note: With woodcut initials.
Signatures: A-N⁴ O⁶.
In Latin with some Greek.
Last page blank.

Indexed In: Wellcome cat. of printed books, 833
Proksch, v. 1, p. 11
Moreau, III, 1371
FB, 57205
USTC, 145858

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1527
Printer Etc.: Savetier, Nicolas, fl. 1524-1532
Annotations: frequent manuscript underlining and annotations in an early hand mainly extracting keywords; some commenting on text and nota marks.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark “Ar.10.6”.

Binding: 18th century speckled calf; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt with title and author details at head of spine on a red morocco label; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3083899
Hieronymi Fracastorij syphilis, : siue Morbus gallicus.

Veronae, : [Stefano Nicolini da Sabbio & fratres], MDXXX, mense Augusto. [August, 1530]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.8

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075215
Hieronymi Fracastorij syphilis, : siue Morbus gallicus.

Parisiis : Apud Ludouicum Cyaneum, ë regione Colegij Cameracensis., 1531.

Sp Coll BC11-c.12

Note: Signatures: a-b⁸, c¹°.
Indexed In: USTC, 204578
FB, 70944
Moreau, IV, 156
Local Note: Item 7 of 8 bound together.
Collection: Hamilton.
Gale, J., 18th/19th century. Possible previous owner.
Place & Date: Paris 1531
Printer Etc.: Cyaneus, Louis, active 1520-1568.
Provenance: Obliterated signature at head of title page of item 1 of 8 bound together; J. Gale (18th/19th century) manuscript signature on title page of item 1 of 8 bound together; Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856), Professor of Logic and Metaphysics, University of Edinburgh: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hamilton collection donation, 1878.
Binding: 18th century mottled sheep; gilt decoration at raised bands on spine; snail patterned marbled endpapers; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075145
Vlrichi de Hutten Eq. De guaiaci medicina et morbo Gallico liber vnus.

Moguntiae : [In aedibus Ioannis Schoeffer.], Anno M. D. XXXI. [1531]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.37

Note: Additional imprint details from colophon.
Title within engraved, historiated, architectural, woodcut border.
Includes an exchange of letters between Paul Ricius and the author (p. 118-123) and a postscript by Wolfgang Angst (p. 123-124).

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 11
VD16, H6350

Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Mainz 1531

Printer Etc.: Schoeffer, Johann, fl. 1475-1531.

Provenance: unread manuscript ownership inscription and signature on title page in an early hand; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "V.9.18".

Binding: 16th century roll binding with concentric panels, centre piece and fleurons on calf skin; gilt on three edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record= b3084702


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.6

Note: Title page with woodcut border.
With woodcut initials.
With errata and index on 28r.
Final page (28v) blank.

Indexed In: EDIT16, 10289
USTC, 819737

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Turin 1532
Printer Etc.: Silva, Bernardino, fl. 1513-1550.

Binding: 18th/19th century speckled calf; gilt board edges, spine gilt with authors name at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076941
Epitome opusculi de curandis pusculis ulceribus, & doloribus morbi Gallici, mali Frantzoss appelati, / autore Laurentio Phrisio, artium & medicinae doctore.

Basileae : Excudebat Henricus Petrus. [mense Augusto,], [Anno M. D. XXXII.] [1532]

Sp Coll Hunterian At.2.20

Note: With printers device on title page and larger device on final unnumbered page.
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 15
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Basel 1532
Printer Etc.: Petri, Heinrich, fl. 1527-1579.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "An.9.10".
Binding: 17th/18th century red morocco; double gilt fillet at board perimeter with gilt fleurons at corners; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1777197

[Antwerpen] : [Joannes Grapheus], [1532]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cf.4.18

Note: Date from colophon.
Place of publication and publisher from USTC entry.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 1(4)
USTC, 410278
NB, 20696
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Antwerp 1532
Printer Etc.: Grapheus, Johannes, fl. 1520-1569.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aj.11.24".
Binding: 18th century red morocco with marbled endpapers; boards with double-gilt fillet border frame with gilt corner-fleurons; gold tooled spine; with William Hunter's personal binding tool of a hunting horn suspended on cords in bottom compartment; black morocco label with title details in second from top compartment; date of publication gilt in third from top compartment; decorative gilt roll board edges; yellow dyed text block edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085822
De morbo Gallico.

Londini: In aedibus Thomae Bertheleti, M.D. XXXIII. [1533]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.36

Note: The name of the author, Ulrich Hutten, and the translator, Thomas Paynell, both appear on leaf pi2r.

An English translation of: De guaiaci medicina.

With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: STC (2nd ed.) 14024

Proskch, v. 1, p.

Collection Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Printer Etc.: Berthelet, Thomas, fl. 1520-1555.

Place & Date: London 1533

Annotations: with a manuscript note mentioning printings of De Morbo Gallico and techniques described (?); a great deal of this note has been trimmed in binding; with other ink markings (possibly booksellers' notations).

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ar.9.6".

Binding: 18th century speckled sheep skin; blind tooled fillet at board perimeter; blind tooled concentric panels joined at corners on covers; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084372

[Lugduni] : [Antoine Blanchard], [1534]

Sp Coll Hunterian Au.4.1

Note: Originally published under title Liber de morbo Gallico, 1527 Garrison-Morton (3rd ed.), 2365, cites 1st ed. as: Liber de morbo Gallico. Venetiis: In aedibus F. Bindoni ac M. Pasini, 1507 (i.e. 1527). Another ed. with apparently same erroneous imprint date, under title Liber de morbo Gallico, noviter editus, has imprint: Parmae, in aedibus Francisci Ugoleti, ac Antonii Vioti, 1507.


Barthélemy Trot device, with initials B.T., follows colophon.

Name of printer from Baudrier, who identifies the t.p. border as Blanchard's.

Indexed In: BM STC French, 1470-1600, p. 306
Baudrier, H.L. Bib. lyonnaise, VIII, p. 441-442
Proksch, v. 1, p. 15
Alden, J.E. European America, I, 534/17

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
V. B.(?) Manuscript ownership inscription.
Letherland, Joseph, 1699-1764

Place & Date: Leiden 1534
Printer Etc.: Blanchard, Antoine, fl. 1523-1535.
Annotations: manuscript note by William Hunter (1718-1783) listing title and publication dates for both items bound in this volume on verso of front flyleaf; copious manuscript note in in in a 16th century hand in the margins commenting on text or extracting keywords; several pointing hands; further notes in the same hand on the recto and verso of the rear flyleaf.

Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription in ink in an early hand on title page: V. B.(?) his booke; Joseph Letherland (1699-1764), physician: lot 1136 in 'A catalogue of the genuine and truly valuable library of ... Dr. Joseph Letherland ... which will be sold by auction, by Samuel Baker ... on Thursday, March the 14th 1765 ...' [London: 1765]; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: purchased by Hunter at the Letherland sale for £03.6 on 14 March 1765 according to the BL copy of the Letherland sale catalogue - shelfmark S.C.S. 6 (2). University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.8.20".

Binding: 18th/19th century brown calfskin; single gilt decorative fillet at board perimeter; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; raised bands on spine gilt on either side; title details at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085367
Nicolai Poll. Medicinae professoris, & sacrae caesareae Maiestatis phisici, De cura morbi Gallici per lignum guaycanum libellus.

[Venetiis] : [Per Ioannem Patauinum, & Venturinum de Ruffinellis.], [Anno domini MDXXXV.] [1535]

Sp Coll Ferguson Af-b.51

Note: Place of publication and names of printers from colophon.
Bound with (and probably issued with): Liber de morbo gallico. Venice, 1535.
Last page blank.
Signatures: ✤ Ⅷ
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 543
Alden, J.E. European Americana, 535/13.
EDIT16, 27911
USTC, 850057
Provenance: Ferguson, John, 1837-1916 Ms. acquisition note.
Cortina, Joaquín Gómez de la, 1st Marqués de Morante, 1808-1868. Armorial bookplate.
Cortina, Joaquín Gómez de la, 1st Marqués de Morante, 1808-1868. Armorial binding.
Place & Date: Venice 1535
Printer Etc.: Padovano, Giovanni, fl. 1531-1553.
Ruffinelli, Venturino, fl. 1530-1559.
Annotations: with manuscript acquisition note in pencil on verso of front free endpaper by Ferguson "John Ferguson Dec 29-1896"
with a few other pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations).
Provenance: Joaquín Gómez de la Cortina (1808-1868), 1st Marqués de Morante: heraldic bookplate (arms printed in gilt on maroon paper) on front pastedown and armorial binding; with manuscript ownership inscription by Ferguson on verso of front free endpaper: "John Ferguson Dec 29-1896".
Binding: Mid 19th century Spanish armorial binding with the coat of arms of Joachim Gomez de la Cortina, marqués de Morante, 1808-1868; brown textured goatskin with marbled end papers; spine decorated with double and single gilt fillets at raised bands; title in gilt at head of spine; covers are gilt with a double line fillet border; turn-ins are decoated in gilt; gilt on all three edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078236

Venetijs. : [Per Ioannem Patauinum, & Venturinum de Ruffinellis.], MDXXXV. [1535]

Sp Coll Ferguson Af-b.51

Note: A collection of treatises on syphilis, by various authors, which were previously separately published. Issued together, and often bound, with: Nicolai Poll. Medicinae professoris, & sacrae caesareae Maiestatis phisici, De cura morbi Gallici per lignum guaycanum libellus. / Nicolaus Pol. Venice, 1535. Title vignette, surrounded by motto: Chremer vsque licet. Nunquam deficiam.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 1 (designated as: Collectio veneta II)
EDIT16, 27897
USTC, 802714

Provenance: Ferguson, John, 1837-1916 Ms. acquisition note.
Cortina, Joaquín Gómez de la, 1st Marqués de Morante, 1808-1868. Armorial binding.
Cortina, Joaquín Gómez de la, 1st Marqués de Morante, 1808-1868. Armorial bookplate.

Place & Date: Venice 1535
Printer Etc.: Ruffinelli, Venturino, fl. 1530-1559.
Padovano, Giovanni, fl. 1531-1553.

Annotations: with manuscript acquisition note in pencil on verso of front free endpaper by Ferguson "John Ferguson Dec 29-1896" with a few other pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations).

Provenance: Joaquin Gómez de la Cortina (1808-1868), 1st Marqués de Morante: heraldic bookplate (arms printed in gilt on maroon paper) on front pastedown and armorial binding; with manuscript ownership inscription by Ferguson on verso of front free endpaper: "John Ferguson Dec 29-1896".

Binding: Mid 19th century Spanish armorial binding with the coat of arms of Joachim Gomez de la Cortina, marqués de Morante, 1808-1868; brown textured goatskin with marbled end papers; spine decorated with double and single gilt fillets at raised bands; title in gilt at head of spine; covers are gilt with a double line fillet border; turn-ins are decoated in gilt; gilt on all three edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076941

Basileae, : Apud Iloan. Beb.; D. M. XXXVI. [sic] [1536]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.23

Note: Errata on [Qq4r]
With index and woodcut initials.
Edited by Joseph Tectander. Cf. dedicatory epistle.
"Benedicti de Victoris De morbi gallici curandi ratione liber“ (p. 227-235) is rejected as spurious by Vittori in his De morbo gallico, Florence, 1551, p. 133. Tectander, in his dedicatory epistle, states that Vittori “tractatum nobis dictaverat.”

Indexed In: VD16, Z506; VD16, B6500; VD16, B6499
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. copy at Hunterian Ab.6.23.
Place & Date: Basel 1536
Printer Etc.: Bebel, Johann, fl. 1523-1550.

Copious marginal annotations and underlining in a late 15th/early 16th-century hand in black ink; with occasional “nota” marks; a few later annotations in different hands; page references for chapters noted in manuscript on title page; some manuscript calculations visible on recto of front pastedown; number 26 noted in pencil in top corner of recto of front free endpaper; possible 18th-century (?) shelfmark (?) “J.54” in ink at head of front pastedown.

Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark “X.6.17”.
Binding: 18th century vellum laced case.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074884

Basileae, : Apud loan. Beb.; D. M. XXXVI. [sic] [1536]

Sp Coll Bl7-g.12

Note
Errata on [Qq4r]
With index and woodcut initials.
Edited by Joseph Tectander. Cf. dedicatory epistle.
"Benedicti de Victoriiis De morbi gallici curandi ratione liber" (p. 227-235) is rejected as spurious by Vittori in his De morbo gallico, Florence, 1551, p. 133. Tectander, in his dedicatory epistle, states that Vittori "tractatum nobis dictaverat."
Index Ed: 
VD16, Z506; VD16, B6500; VD16, B6499
Local Note
Copy at Bl7-g.11, item 1 of 3 bound together.
Provenance
Barry, John, fl. 1736-1778, Bookseller, Glasgow. Donated book to University of Glasgow, 1778.
Place & Date
Basel 1536
Printer Etc.
Bebel, Johann, fl. 1523-1550.

Occasional marginal annotations in red ink in a 16th-century hand, mainly extracting keywords; further annotations and underlining in black ink in a later hand; with manuscript annotations (price codes?) in more than one hand at head of front pastedown; manuscript bibliographical note on verso on front free endpaper in same hand as inscription.

Provenance: 

Binding: 
16th-century, quarter blind-stamped vellum over wooden boards; double brass clasp (upper clasp missing); manuscript title "Morbis Gallicus" at head of wooden front board; manuscript titles on spine; evidence of paper labels on spine; damage on top corner of rear board; yellow dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074884


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.27
& Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 217

Note:          Edited by Joseph Tectander. Cf. dedicatory epistle.
              Identical in contents with the edition published the same year in Basel.
              "Benedicti de Victoriis De morbi gallici curandi ratione liber" (p. 211-219) is rejected as spurious by Vittori in his
              De morbo gallico, Florence, 1551, p. 133. Tectander, in his dedicatory epistle, states that Vittori "tractatum nobis
dictaverat."
              With woodcut initials.
              Includes index.
              Imprint information from colophon.

Indexed In:     USTC, 147126
                FB, 52728
                Baudrier, VII 183 4

Provenance:     Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date:   Lyon 1536
Printer Etc.   Gabiano, Scipion de, approximately 1503-approximately 1543
                Scipionis de Gabiano, & fratrum

Manuscript recipe/formula in latin in 16th-century hand on recto of flyleaf facing title page, ingredients listed with instructions to consume before and after meals; copious manuscript notes on verso of flyleaf facing title page citing book and chapter references from "Pisul[ae] Alexandri, alias de Nitro Vulgares"; folio numbers for chapters noted in manuscript on title page; occasional marginal annotations and underlining in red ink in a 16th-century hand, mainly extracting keywords; further annotations and underlining in black ink.

                Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Au.11.15".
Binding:         17th/18th century vellum laced case; previous manuscript shelfmark (?) "174" at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075024

Basileae : Per Henricum Petrum., [M. D. XXXVII.] [1537]

Sp Coll Hunterian W.3.11

Note: Colophon: Basileae per Henricum Petrum mense augusto, anno M.D. XXXVII.
This is Gatinaria's De curis aegritudinum totius corporis, an interpretation of Rhazes' Tractatus nonus de curatone morborum particularium.
Printers device on final page.
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 2
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Basel 1537
Printer Etc.: Petri, Heinrich, fl. 1527-1579.
Annotations: with some pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations)
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.2.8".
Binding: 17th/18th century brown speckled calf skin; gold-tooled spine; title details in second from top compartment; red and black sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088376
Alfonsi Ferri Neapolitani Medici eminentissimi, Pauli III. Pont. Maximi chirurgi primarij, de ligni sancti multiplices medicina, & uini exhibitione, libri quatuor. Indice rerum praecipuè obseruandarum adiecto.

Basileae : [Johann Bebel], 1538.

Sp Coll Hunterian Cl.4.3

Note: Printer from printers device on title page. With woodcut initials.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 546
VD16, F793
USTC, 602581
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance Warner. Manuscript ownership signature.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Basel 1538
Printer Etc.: Bebel, Johann, fl. 1523-1550.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature at head of title page: Warnerus; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ah.10.21".
Binding: 18th century speckled brown calfskin; gold-tooled spine; title and author details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartment; with William Hunter's personal binding tool of a hunting horn suspended on cords in bottom compartment; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088408
Of the vwood called guaiacum, : that healeth the Frenche pockes, and also helpeth the goute in the feete, the stone, the palsey, lepree, dropsy, fallynge euyll, and other dyseses.

Londini : in aedibus Thomae Bertheleti typis impress. Cum priuilegui ad imprimendum solum., anno. M. D. XXXIX. [1539]

Sp Coll Ferguson Af-f.29

Note: 
In this edition, line 8 of title has: "stone"; I5 is signed "I.v."
With numerous errors in foliation.
With woodcut initials throughout.
Signatures: [superscript pi]A⁴ A-I⁸ K⁸(-K8).

Indexed In: 
STC (2nd ed.), 14026.5
ESTC, S93100
Proksch, v. 1, p. 11(1)

Provenance: 
Place & Date: 
London 1539

Printer Etc.: 
Berthelet, Thomas, fl. 1520-1555.
Binding: 
England, 19th/20th-century gold-tooled maroon morocco; spine decorated in gilt; with title, author and publication details in gilt at head of spine; covers are gilt with a single fillet border; board edges and turn-ins are gilt; gilt on all three edges; binder's stamp in gilt on turn-in at foot of front board "Bound by Riviere & Son".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1756441
De ligno sancto non permiscendo, / Antonio Gallo medico autore. Idem in imperitos fucatósq[ue] medicos.

Parisiis : Apud Simonem Colinaeum., 1540.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.11, item 1 of 2

Note: Publishers marque on title page.
Indexed In: Moreau, B. Inventaire, V, 1857
          STC French, 66
          Proksch, v. 3, p. 546
          Wellcome Library, 14329042
Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1540
Printer Etc.: Colines, Simon de, 1480?-1546.
Annotations: imprint date altered by early hand to read 1558 ; early prices(?) on titlepage and front free endpaper.
Binding: 18th century brown calf skin with single gilt fillet board perimeter; gilt tooled board edges; spine decorated in gilt; title details at head of spine; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082833
Morbi Hispanici, quem alij Gallicum, alij Neapolitanu[m] appellant, curandi per ligni Indici, quod Guayacum uulgo dicitur, decoctum, exquisitissima methodus: in qua plurima ex ueterum medicorum sententia, ad noui morbi curatione[m] magis absolutam, medica theoremata excutiuntur. / Autore Remaclo F. Lymburgensi.

Parisiis. : Apud Christianum Wechelum, sub Scuto Basiliensi, in uico Iacobo: & sub Pegaso, in uico Bellouacensi., M.D.XLI. [1541]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cl.3.28 (Item 3 of 28)

Note: Printers device.
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 16
USTC, 140239
FB, 71106

Local Note: Item 2 of 2 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Paris 1541

Printer Etc.: Wechel, Chrétien, 1495-1554.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on rear pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ah.6.22".

Binding: 18th/19th century green morocco with marbled endpapers; variable spaced triple gilt fillet board frame; board edges gilt with a single fillet; gold-tooled turn-ins; gold-tooled spine; title details gilt in second from top compartment; gilt on all three edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088322
Benedicti Victorii Faventini De morbo Gallico liber. : Huic annectitur De curatione pleuritidis per sanguinis missionem liber ad Hippocratis, & Galeni scopum.

Florentiae : Exudebat Laurentius Torrentinus Typographus Ducalis., MDLI. [1551]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.25
& Hunterian Add. 218

Note: With printers device on title page.
Last page blank.
Indexed In: EDIT16, 34597
Proksch, v. 1, p. 16
Birago, Carlo Antonio. Manuscript ownership inscription in copy at Hunterian Add. 218.
Calamida, Umberto. Bookplate in copy at Hunterian Add. 218.
Place & Date: Florence 1551
Printer Etc.: Torrentino, Lorenzo, fl.1547-1565.

Annotations in Hunterian Add. 218 copy: previous shelfmark (?) at top of title page in ink "Q.V.19; frequent manuscript notes in an early hand mainly extracting keywords.

Provenance of Hunterian Add. 218 copy: manuscript ownership inscription on title page: Ex libri Caroli Antoni Biragi Physici et Medici Coll; bookplate of Umberto Calamida on front pastedown.

Binding of Hunterian Add. 218 copy: 16th/17th century soft vellum laced case; title and author details on spine; number 7 at head of spine; title and author details on bottom edge of text block; number 7 on bottom edge of text block.

Provenance of Hunterian Ab.7.25 copy: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ad.10.29".

Binding of Hunterian Ab.7.25 copy: 18th century speckled calf; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt with author and title details gilt on a red morocco label; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1289659
Morbi Gallici compendiosa curatio. / Authore Petro Haschardo insulano medico chirurgo.


Sp Coll Hunterian As.3.7

Note: Additional imprint details from colophon.
Signatures: A⁸-C⁸
With woodcut initials.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 16
Local Note: Item 4 of 4 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Skene, John, Sir, of Curriehill, ca. 1540-1617. Ownership inscription.
Place & Date: Louvain 1554
Printer Etc.: Waen, Jan, fl. 1545-1565.
Velpius, Rutger, fl. 1565-1614.
Annotations: note in ink in an early hand on recto of front free endpaper mentioning Joannen Skeen which is partially obscured by Hunters bookplate; extensive bibliographical note in another early hand on verso of front free endpaper, some notes in the margins and some underlining.
Provenance: Sir John Skene, of Curriehill (ca. 1540-1617), Lord Clerk Register of Scotland - possible owner: ownership inscription on title-page of item one in this volume "Joannes Skene C[ericu]s Reg[ist]ri" William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Cf.3.43".
Binding: 18th/19th century single thickness vellum wrapper from discarded vellum manuscript waste.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084936
Nicolai Macchelli Tractatus de morbo gallico, : scriptus in gratiam iuniorum medicorum almi collegii Mutinensis.

Venetiis, : Apud Andream Arriabenum ad signum Putei., MDLV. [1555]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.38

Note: Printer's device on t.p.
With errata on 55r.
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Wellcome cat. of printed books, 3923
Proksch, v. 1, p.16
EDIT16, 29563

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Venice 1555

Printer Etc.: Arrivabene, Andrea, fl. 1534-1570.
Provenance: Richard Mead (1673-1754) M.D.: Mead's shelfmark "Nn,2,,24." in ink on first front flyleaf;
William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: perhaps purchased by Hunter at the Mead sale. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ar.9.27".

Binding: 18th century red morocco with marbled end papers; double gilt fillet board perimeter; spine decorated in gilt; gilt on all three edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084778
Trattato di mal francese, : nel quale si discorre di ducento et trentaquattro sorti di esso male; & à quanti modi si può prendere, & causare, & guarrire. Et evidentemente si mostra chi ha il gallico male, & chi nò, con segni certissimi & pronostici. / Per Pietro Rostinio dottor fisico raccolto, et tradotto da quanti han scritto di mal Francese, & ma[ss]ime dal Brassauola; & di più molte cose ui sono di nuouo aggiunte. Con vna tauola copiosissima di tutto quel che nel'opera si contiene.

In Venetia : Per Lodovico Auanzi, alla libreria dall'alboro. [Stampato in Venetia per Andrea de Carnaccioli], M.D.LVI. [1556]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.33

Note: Additional imprint details from colophon. Colophon: Stampa in Venetia per Andrea de Carnaccioli à instantia di Lodovico Avanzi. "Quesiti di Alessandro Fontana, con le risposte del Brasavola": p. 144-162. A modified translation, with additions, of De morbi Gallici vocati curatione, by Antonio Musa Brasavola, which formed the principal portion of his Examen omnium decoctionum, which, in turn, was published as the final part of his Examen omnium loch, id est linctuum ... ubi de morbo Gallico ... tractatur, that first appeared in Venice in 1553.

Indexed In: EDIT16, 53084
Proksch, v. 1, p. 101(2)


Place & Date: Venice 1556

Annotations: occasional manuscript annotations in the margins mainly commenting on text or extracting keywords; some underlining and nota marks.

Provenance: Richard Mead (1673-1754) M.D.: Mead's shelfmark in ink "Mm,1,.31." on first front flyleaf; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.7.11".

Binding: 18th century brushed brown calf skin with marbled end papers; triple gilt fillet frame at board perimeter; gold-tooled spine with author and title on a black morocco label; gold-tooled edge roll and turn-ins; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084362

Lugduni : Apud Ioan. Tornaesium, et Gul. Gazeium., M.D. LVIII. [1558]

Sp Coll Hunterian Av.2.30

Note: Chirurgica auxilia and De infantium febribus each have a separate title page and pagination.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 103
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Con[...], H. Manuscript ownership signature.
Guichenon, Samuel, 1607-1664. Manuscript ownership inscription.
Gallet, L, active 1670. Manuscript ownership inscription.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Lyon 1558
Printer Etc.: Tournes, Jean de, fl. 1504-1564.
Gazeau, Guillaume, fl. 1544-1562.
Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription at top of title page: Emptus Lugduni Anno Domini 1580 / H Con[...]; manuscript ownership inscription of Samuel Guichenon (1607-1664) lawyer, historian and genealogist at foot of title page: Ex Bibliotheca [...] Guichenon J.V.D.; manuscript ownership inscription in centre of title page and repeated in right hand margin: Ex libris Lud. Galleti [...] 216704; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "X.5.2".
Binding: 17/18th century quarter binding vellum and stiff marbled paper; title details at head of spine; bottom edge of text block dyed blue.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085493

[In Venetia] : [Appresso Gio. Battista, & Marchio Sessa, fratelii.], [M D LVIII.] [1558]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ci.4.1

Note: Imprint from colophon.
Printer's device on title page.
With woodcut initials.
Translations of HIS Libro delas quatro enfermedades cortesanas, and Libro de experiencias de medicina, both published in Toledo in 1544.
Indexed In: Wellcome cat. of printed books, 3838
Proksch, v. 1, p. 100(2)
EDIT16, 45619
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Richards, Bernard. Manuscript ownership inscription.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1558
Printer Etc.: Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1556-1575.
Sessa, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1556-1575.
Annotations: with some pencil and ink note (possibly boksellers' notations).
Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription in ink on recto of front free endpaper: Ex Libri Fernardi Felixij(?)
Ricordasio(?); William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "L.11.5".
Binding: 17th/18th century vellum laced case; title details at head of spine; yellow dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086276
Enchiridion chirurgicum, externorum morborum remedia tum vniuersalia tum vniuersaliatum particularia breuissimè complectens. : Quibus, morbi venerei curandi methodus probatissima acce[ss]it. / Autore Antonio Chalmeteo Vergesaco, apud Anicienses chirurgo diligentissimo.

Parisiis, : Apud Andream Wechelum, sub Pegaso, in vico Bellouaco., 1560.

Sp Coll Hunterian Z.8.21


Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 103 USTC, 152882 FB, 60861

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Paris 1560

Annotations: heavily annotated throughout; several obliterated manuscript ownership(?) signatures on title page; manuscript note in Latin in an early hand on title page, manuscript note in Greek in an early hand on recto of front endpaper; pen trials on title page and final leaves; manuscript note in an early hand on verso of title page: [unread] libri Chalmeus author acuti, optima chirurgi, qui fait omnis opis; frequent underlining, nota and # marks; manuscript notes in margins extracting keywords and commenting on text; lower half of leaf 2A7 removed with evidence of a note.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Am.9.21".

Binding: 17th/18th century speckled sheepskin; triple blind tooled board frame; blind tooled board edges; blind tooled spine; red morocco label gilt with author and title details in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088142

[Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Mayn /] : [Bey Weygand Han und Georg Raben.]., [1562]

Sp Coll Ferguson Ap-d.51

Note:  Imprint from colophon; volume 2 and 3.
Publication date from Sudhoff, K. Paracelsus, p. 49-51.
Folio 115 of volume 1 misnumbered 119.
Folio 12r of v. 1 is a plate showing various surgical instruments.
Folio 54 in v. 1 has a plate showing the zodiac.
Title pages in black and red.
Final leaf blank, v. 1; final leaf blank, v. 3.
Three volumes bound in one.

Indexed In:  Sudhoff, K, p. 52
Place & Date:  Frankfurt 1562
Printer Etc.:  Han, Weigand, II, fl. 1561-1575.
Rab, Georg, fl. 1557-1580.
Annotations:  extensive manuscript notes in a 16th century hand dated 1570 on front pastedown and front free end paper comprising notes and lists of ingredients/components (?); unread note at head of title page (possible provenance note); copious manuscript notes in ink in a 16th century hand in the margins of all three volumes; copious manuscript notes in a different 16th/17th century hand in red ink commenting on text, extracting keywords, nota marks and pointing hands; several other markings in ink and pencil (possibly booksellers’ notations).
Binding:  16th-century blind-stamped vellum over wooden boards; double brass clasp (upper clasp missing); brown calf label with title at head of spine; "MC(?!)" in ink on spine; possible unread shelfmark at foot of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1757863

Patauii: Apud Lucam Bertellum, & socios, [Apud Christophorum Gryphium.], MDLXIII [1564]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.17

Note: Antonio Fracanzani’s De morbo Gallico fragmenta quaedam elegantissima ex lectionibus has seperate title page, pagination, publisher details: Patauii: apud Christophorum Gryphium, 1563, and colophon: Patauii: apud Christophorum Gryphium, 1564.

Additional imprint details from colophon of Antonio Fracanzani’s De morbo Gallico fragmenta quaedam elegantissima ex lectionibus.

With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 18
EDIT16, 18533
USTC, 828700

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Padua 1564

Printer Etc.: Griffio, Cristoforo, fl. 1563-1595.

Luca Bertelli & Partners

Annotations: with frequent manuscript notes in the margins in black ink in a 16th/17th century hand mainly extracting keywords and commenting on text; some underlining and pointing hands; with frequent manuscript notes in a different 16th/17th century hand in red ink mainly extracting keywords and underlining; some other unread pencil notes (possibly booksellers’ notations).


Binding: 18th/19th century marbled paper over boards with calfskin at spine; gilt decoration on spine; red morocco label at head of spine with title details; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082559


Sp Coll Ferguson Ap-d.33
& Sp Coll Ferguson Aq-e.48

Note: Preface by Michael Schütz, called Toxites.
Last page blank.
Indexed In: VD16 P471
Proksch, v. 3, p. 544(4)
Place & Date: Strasbourg 1564
Printer Etc.: Müller, Christian, I, 1555-1568.

Annotations in Ferguson Ap-d.33 copy: four pages of manuscript text before title page; heavily underlined throughout in blue pencil; some underlining in red ink; numerous manuscript annotations in pencil in the margins; manuscript annotations in an earlier hand in red in margins also; some bibliographic information in another hand on rear pasted down; with other labels and marks in pen and ink (possibly booksellers' notations).

Binding of Ferguson Ap-d.33 copy: 19th century half binding brown sheep and speckled paper; double and triple blind tooled fillets decorating sheepskin on covers; double blind tooled fillets at raised bands on spine; calf skin label with title details at head of spine.

Annotations in Ferguson Aq-e.48 copy: with some pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations).
Binding of Ferguson Aq-e.48 copy: 18th/19th century single thickness vellum wrapper from a discarded vellum manuscript; title details in ink at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1757863
Augerii Ferrarii tolosatis medici, De Pudendagra Lue Hispanica, libri duo. : Adiecinus De radice cina, & sarza parilia Hieronymi Cardani iudicium.

Antuerpiae, : Apud Marcini Nutij viduam., Anno M. D. LXIII. [1564]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cf.4.16

Note
Signatures: A-G⁸ H⁴.
Printers device.
Another edition printed at Paris the same year has title: De lue hispanica.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 16(2)
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Antwerp 1564
Printer Etc.: Nuyts, Martin, fl. 1572-1623.
Annotations: number 26 written ink on verso of final leaf.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ah.10.16".
Binding: 18th/19th century speckled calf skin with marbled endpapers; edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt; red morocco label at head of spine with author and title details in gilt and a black morocco label beneath this with date of publication in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085705
Augerii Ferreri Tolosatis medici doctissimi de lue hispanica siue morbo Gallico lib. 2. Eiusdem, quod Chyna & apios diuersae res sint: adiecto vtriusque radicis vsu. Avec vn extrait desdits liures mis en François pour les barbiers.

Parisiis, : Apud AEgidium Gillium in vico Ioan. Lateran. ad intersignium trium coronarum., 1564.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.11, item 2 of 2

Note
With title vignette.
With woodcut initials.

Indexed In: National library of medicine [Bethesda], "A Catalogue of Sixteenth-Century books", 1515
Local Note: Item 2 of 2 together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1564
Printer Etc.: Gilles, Gilles, fl.1558-1588.
Annotations: infrequent manuscript annotations in a 16th century hand in black ink underlining and commenting on text; early prices(?) on front free endpaper.
Binding: 18th century brown calf skin with single gilt fillet board perimeter; gilt tooled board edges; spine decorated in gilt; title details at head of spine; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082859

[Stratzburg] : [bey Christian Müller.], M. D. LXV. [1565]

Sp Coll Ferguson Ap-d.28

Note: Preface by Michael Schütz, called Toxites. Imprint details from colophon.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 545(1)
VD16, P472
VD16, P474
VD16, P631

Collection: Ferguson.

Place & Date: Strasbourg 1565

Printer Etc.: Müller, Christian, I, 1555-1568.

Annotations: with copious underlining and exclamation marks in red and blue pencil throughout; numerous unread pencil notations in the margins.

Binding: 19th century (?) quarter binding paper and paper; title and year of publication in ink on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1757863
Gabriellis Falloppii mutinensis physici, et chirurgici nostrorum temporum eximii De morbo gallico liber absolutissimus / a Petro Angelo Agatho Materate, (eo legente) scriptus, iam in gratiam hominum editus, & scholijs marginalibus illustratus. A quo etiam additae sunt exercitationes quaedam nobiles passim insertae, passim hac nota ( ) à reliquo orationis contextu secretae. Additus etiam est in calce De morbo Gallico tractatus, Antonii Fracanciani Bononiae in loco eminentis scientiae Faeliciter legentis.

Venetiis, : Ex officina Francisci Laurentini, de Turino., MDLXV. [1565]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.39

Note: Printer's device on title pages.
With woodcut initials.
The 8th preliminary leaf, and the 2nd of the two unnumbered leaves, are blank.
"Antonii Fracanciani doctoris tempestate nostra celeberrimi, De Morbo Gallico fragmenta quaedam elegantissima ex lectiobus anni 1563. Bononieae" has separate title page, separate register and foliation.
Indexed In: Wellcome cat. of printed books, 2153
EDIT16, 18534
Proksch, v. 1, p. 16
Provenance: Moore, Philip, active 1564-1573. Ownership binding and signature.
East, William. Ownership signature.
Fiorante, Leonardo. Ownership signature.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1565
Printer Etc.: Lorenzini, Francesco, fl. 1542-1582.
Annotations: frequent underlining and manuscript notations in ink in an early hand; some nota marks and pointing hands.
Binding: Late 16th century English binding with owner’s initials P M stamped in gilt on front and back covers; initials "FAL" stamped in gilt at head of front and back covers; black calf skin, rebacked with dark brown calf skin; covers blind tooled with a two panel design; frames blind-tooled with a triple line fillet; at angles in the outer panel are gilt tulip stamps; in the centre of the inner panel is a gilt oval filled with a tulip, berry, and leaf design; on either side of the centre stamp are the initials P M; in the centre panel at the top of the front board is the blind tooled roman numeral V.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1757863
Il libro del mal Francese, / composto dall'eccell. medico, & filosofo M. Nicolo Massa
Venetiano. Nuouamente tradotto da un dottissimo medico, di latino, nella nostra lingua
Italiana. Con uno utilissimo antidotario, estratto dall'istessa opera, di tutti i principali
medicamenti, che in essa sono compresi: Ilquale potrà seruire per trouare con facilità ogni
rimedio appartenente à qualunche cura di mal francese. Con la tauola di tutte le cose più
importanti.

In Venetia, : Apresso Giordano Ziletti., 1565.

Sp Coll Hunterian Cf.4.17

Note: With woodcut initials.
Printers device on title page.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 15
EDIT16, 41139
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Draper, L. Manuscript ownership signature.
Bero, D'agostino. Manuscript ownership signature.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1565
Printer Etc.: Ziletti, Giordano, fl.1549-1583.
Annotations: occasional underlining throughout.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature at head of title page: L. Draper; manuscript ownership signature at foot of title page: D'Agostino Bero; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Cf.4.17".
Binding: 18th century brown speckled calf skin with marbled endpapers; gold tooled spine; with William Hunter's personal binding tool of a hunting horn suspended on cords in bottom compartment; red morocco label at head of spine gilt with author and title details and below this a black morocco label gilt with place and year of publication; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085803
Leonardi Botalli astensis medici regii Commentarioli duo, alter de medici, alter de aegroti munere. : Huic accedit admonitio fungi strangulatorij.

Lugduni, : Apud Antonium Gryphium,, M. D. LXV. [1565]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ch.4.1

Note: Printers device on title page.
With many woodcuts incorporated into the text.
Numerous woodcut plates showing surgical instruments throughout.
Signatures: a-z⁸, A-T⁸.

Indexed In: BM(STC), 76
BN, 16, 863
Baudrier, VIII, 344
Durling, 646
Index aurel., 122.674

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Lyon 1565
Printer Etc.: Gryphius, Antonius, fl. 1527-1599.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "X.11.18" Hunterian Library bookplate on front endpaper, with former shelfmark "X.11.18".

Binding: 17th/18th century vellum laced case; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086013

Antverpiae, : Ex officina Christophori Plantini., M. D. LXV. [1565]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ci.4.25

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086357


Sp Coll Ferguson An-x.29

Note: Includes HIS Spittal Buch, Von dem Holtz Guaiaco, and Appendix von der Bereitung des Holtzes, und s einem Gebrauch.
Contents listed on 9 of last [10] pages.
Last page blank.
With title vignette and woodcut initials.
Title page in black and red.

Indexed In: Sudhoff, no. 180
VD16, P641; VD16, P574; VD16, P616
USTC, 630553
Proksch, v. 1, p. 13(6)

Place & Date: Strasbourg 1578
Printer Etc.: Müller, Christian, II, 1570-1580.
Annotations: Copius unread manuscript notes in ink in two hands on front pastedown and front free endpaper; with underlining and comments on text in pencil; with a few other pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations) and labels.

Provenance: ownership stamp on title page "Eduard Schubert Dr. Med".
Binding: 16th/17th century vellum laced case; manuscript title details at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1757863
A short and profitable treatise touching the cure of the disease called (morbus Gallicus) by vnctions, / set forth by William Clowes, of London chirurgion.

At London: Printed by John Daye dwelling over Aldersgate and are to be sould at his shoppe at the west dore of Paules., An. 1579.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.35

Note: At foot of titlepage: "Cum privilegio Regiae Maiestatis."
Colophon at top of p. 113.
The coat of arms of the Worshipful Company of Barbers is displayed on the verso of the title page.
With errata on p. 115.
Sig. E2 misnumbered D2.
Signatures: A-G² H².

Indexed In: STC (2nd ed.), 5447
ESTC, S125536

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1579
Printer Etc.: Daye, John, fl. 1579-1583.
Annotations: Possible booksellers notation on p. 112 "a/j".
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist; source unknown. University of Glasgow:
Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.9.3".
Binding: 17th/18th century speckled sheep; single gold fillet board perimeter; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1776849
Ioannis Fernelij Ambiani De luis venereae curatione perfectissima liber, numquam antehac editus.

Antuerpiae, : Ex officina Christophori Plantini, Architypographi Regij., M.D. LXXIX. [1579]

Note: Edited by Victor Giselin.
Errata on leaf I1r.
Signatures: A-I⁸ (last leaf blank)
Additional work by Giselin on the therapeutic use of mercury, in the form of a letter to Martin Everaert, begins on I2r, with the caption title: De hydrargyri vsualirum item doctorum viorum sententiae. It has a colophon at the end: Brugis, X. Kal. Augusti, anno M. D. LXXIX. [Bruges, 23rd July 1579]

Indexed In: Voet, L. Plantin Press, 1172
            Proksch, v. 1, p. 19(1)

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Antwerp 1579

Printer Etc.: Plantin, Christophe, fl. 1520-1589.

Annotations: with frequent manuscript annotations in ink in the margins commenting on text; underlining throughout with several words and phrases scored out; the text block has been cropped extremely tightly which has removed much of the annotations; the contents of this volume are listed in an early hand on the verso of the second front flyleaf; with other pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations).

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Au.8.15".

Binding: bound on 4 double supports; parchment over boards; worked endbands at head and tail laced in; boards decorated with a double blind fillet forming a frame; six double blind fillets cross the spine to create compartments; fold out book label over the tail of the volume providing names of authors; the additional tract by Giselin and the erratum leaf (i.e. all of quire I) bound out of sequence at the beginning of the work.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b2834280
A briefe and necessarie treatise, touching the cure of the disease called morbus Gallicus, or lues venerea, by vnctions and other approoued waies of curing: nevvlie corrected and augmented by William Clowes of London, maister in chirurgerie.


Sp Coll Hunterian Aw.3.28 (item 2 of 2)


Woodcut coat of arms (of the author?) on t.p. verso; a slightly different woodcut coat of arms with motto "Mieux vaut mourir en vertu que vivre en honcle" follows colophon on leaf Q4r.

Printer's name from colophon.

"The nature & propertie of quicksiluer, by G. Baker Gent. maister in chirurgerie" (caption title), leaves 47-49; "An epilog, collected and gathered by John Banester, Gent. maister in chirurgerie, & practicioner in phisicke" (caption title), leaves 50-56; "William Pickering Gent. of London chirurgeon, his epistle in the behalfe of the author" (caption title), leaves 57-60. The two final leaves contain a table, a list of weights, and a colophon.

Text in English with quotations and examples in Latin.

Indexed In: STC (2nd ed.), 5448
ESTC, S108102
Proksch, v. 1, p. 19

Provenance: Cutler, Samuel. Signature.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1585

Annotations: possible booksellers' cipher on the recto of the front flyleaf dated 1678; previous shelf mark 47 on title page of first item in volume scored out and 21 written underneath.

Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription on recto of front flyleaf: Sam: Cutler May 11 1678; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist; source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "W.7.17" Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "W.7.17".

Binding: 16th/17th century vellum laced case; previous manuscript shelfmark 47 at head of spine

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093115
An excellent treatise teaching howe to cure the French-pockes: : with all other diseases arising and growing thereof, and in a manner all other sicknesses. / Dravvne out of the bookes of that learned doctor and prince of phisitians, Theophrastus Paracelsus. Compiled by the learned Phillippus Hermanus, phisition and chirurgion. And now put into English by John Hester in the spagiricall arte, practitioner.


Sp Coll Ferguson Af-c.37
A prooued practise for all young chirurgians, concerning burnings with gunpowder, and woundes made with gunshot, sword, halbard, pike, launce, or such other. : Wherein is deliuered with all faithfulnesse, not onely the true receipts of such medicines as shall make them bolde, but also sundry familiar examples, such as may leade them as it were by the hand, to the doing of the like. Hereto is adioyned a treatise of the French or Spanish pocks, written by Iohn Almenar, a Spanish phisition. Also a commodious collection of aphorismes both English and Latine, taken out of an old written copyy. / Published for the benefite of his country, by William Clowes, maister in chirurgery. Seene, and allowed, according to the order appoynted..


Sp Coll Hunterian Aw.3.28 (item 1 of 2)

Venetiis, : Apud Robertum Meiettum,. 1596.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.10

Note: With woodcut initials. 
Errata p. [15]-[16].

Indexed In: EDIT16, 30942 
Prosch, v. 1, p. 20 
USTC, 842782

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. 
Place & Date: Venice 1596

Printer Etc.: Meietti, Roberto, fl. 1572 - 1634.
Annotations: with manuscript annotations in a 16th/17th century hand in the margins in ink commenting on the text.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ab.5.24".

Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown calf skin and red speckled paper; red morocco label at head of spine with title details; spine decorated in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3080183
A profitable and necessarie booke of observations, for all those that are burned with the flame of gun powder, &c.: and also for curing of wounds made with musket and caliuer shot, and other weapons of war commonly used at this day both by sea and land, as heerafter shall be declared: with an addition of most approoued remedies, gathered for the good and comfort of many, out of diuers learned men both old and new writers: last of all is adjoined a short treatise, for the cure of lues venerea, by vntions and other approoued waies of curing, heertofore by me collected: and now againe newly corrected and augmented in the yeere of our Lorde 1596. / By William Clowes one of hir Maiesties chirurgions.

Imprinted at London: By Edm. Bollifant, for Thomas Dawson., 1596.

Sp Coll Hunterian Z.6.5

Note: A revised edition of "A prooved practise for all young chirurgians, concerning burnings with gunpowder", with an enlarged edition of "A short and profitable treatise touching the cure of the disease called morbus Gallicus by unctions."
"A briefe and necesary treatise, touching the cure of the disease now vsually called lues venerea" has separate dated title page; pagination and register are continuous.

Indexed In: STC (2nd ed.), 5445.5
ESTC, S108096
Proksch, v. 1, p. 368

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1596

Printer Etc.: Bollifant, Edmund, fl. 1583-1602.
Dawson, Thomas, I, fl. 1568-1620.

Annotations: manuscript note by Alexander Geekie on title page: Balsami birios [unread] pag: 113; manuscript note by Alexander Geekie on p. 113: Balsamum bero [unread] feste(?) Alex. Geekie Chir; some notes in the same hand on this page; some pen trials on title page.

Provenance: manuscript ownership signature at head of title page: A Geekie Chir; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ar.8.14".

Binding: 17th/18th century brown speckled calf skin; blind tooled Cambridge panel style frames with corner fleurons; gold tooled spine; title details in second from top compartment; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088390
Aphrodisiacus, sive de lue venerea; in duo volumina bipartitus. : Continens omnia quaecunque hactenus de hac re sunt ab omnibus medicis conscripta. Ubi de ligno indico, salsa perillia, radice chinoae, argento viuo, caeteris[que] rebus omnibus ad huius luis profligationem inuentis, diffus[i]sima tractatio habetur. Opus hac nostra aetate, qua morbi Gallici vis passim vagatur, apprimè necessarium.

Venetiis, : Apud Baretium Baretium, & socios. [Ex officina Iordani Ziletti,], M D XCIX. [1599]

Sp Coll Hunterian Y.3.3-4

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 2(2)
EDIT16, 30746
USTC, 838853

Hunton, Benjamen. Manuscript ownership signature.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Venice 1599

Printer Etc.: Ziletti, Giordano, fl. 1549-1583.
Barezzi, Barezzo & C.

Annotations: infrequent manuscript annotations, mainly in volume two; some underlining, nota marks and pointing hands; misnumbered pages in both volumes corrected in an early hand; in volume one the note "Tomus Primus" at head of p. 1 and "index Tomus Primus" at head of [p. 1] of index have been scored through.

Provenance: manuscript ownership signature on title page of volume one: Beniamen Hunton; Richard Mead (1673-1754) M.D.: Mead's shelfmark "Mm,7,.13-14." in ink on first front flyleafs; lot 54, p. 164 (18 Apr. 1755) in 'Bibliotheca Meadiana' (London: 1754); sold for £0.14.0 according to the priced copy of the Mead sale catalogue in University of Glasgow Library (shelfmark Mu33-e.30). William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: perhaps purchased by Hunter at the Mead sale. William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest, 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ai.2.11-12".

Binding: 17th/18th century speckled calfskin; variable spaced triple gilt fillet board frame; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; gold-tooled spine; title details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartments; volume deals gilt on a black morocco label in third from top compartments; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088245
Eustachii Rudii Vtinensis in patavino gymnasio medicinae practicae in primo loco Professoris Ordinarii De morbo Gallico libri quinque a mundino mundinio philosopho, et medico vincentino è priuatum domi legentis ore excepti, atq[ue] ita diuisi, in capitaq[ue] distributi.

Venetiis, : Apud Damianum Zenarium., M D CIII ([1604])

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.4

Note: Signatures: a⁴ A-2F⁴.
Woodcut initials.
Engraved device on t.p.
Includes index.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1604
Printer Etc.: Zenaro, Damiano, fl. 1563-1604.
Annotations: previous shelfmark (?) in ink on recto of front free endpaper: Nn,3,,57; manuscript notes in 17th century hand at top of verso of front flyleaf.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Af.10.29".
Binding: 17th/18th century brown calf skin; spine decorated in gil with title in gilt at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082736
Observationum et curationum medicinalium siue Medicinae theoricae & practicae libri XXX. XXXI. & XXXII. De venenis, fucis & lue venera. In quibus eorundem caussae, signa, prognosis & curationes graphice depinguntur.

[Frankfurt am Main] : Prodierint e[x] Collegio Musarum Paltheniano. Quod est in nobili Francofurto., M.DC.IX. [sic] [i.e. 1611]

Sp Coll Hunterian Bm4-d.11

Note: Signatures: pi² A-M⁶, (M6 blank)
Includes index.
Main body of text printed in double columns.
Includes title page vignette, initials, head-pieces.
Printed marginalia.

Indexed In: VD17, 14:690784V
Local Note: Item 2 of 4 bound together.
Place & Date: Frankfurt am Main 1611
Provenance: University of Glasgow: source unknown; shelfmark "Ao. f3. n9 [later amended to 10]" (scored through) on title page of first item in volume; not listed in 'Catalogus librorum Bibliothecae Universitatis Glasguensis anno 1691' (University of Glasgow Library, MS Gen. 1313); shelfmark "BP.4.16" on University Library bookplate on front pastedown matching entry in A. Arthur, 'Catalogus impressorum librorum in Bibliotheca Universitatis Glasguensis', (Glasguae: 1791).
Binding: 17th century vellum laced case; red sprinkled edges.
With 17th century pen trials on front and rear end papers.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074600
Iatria chymica, : exemplo therapeiae Luis Venereae illustrata. / Authore Ioanne Macollone medico regio ordinario..

Londini, : Apud Ioannem Billium, typographam regium., M. DC. XXII [1622]

Sp Coll Ferguson Ao-b.28
& Sp Coll Ferguson Ao-c.103
& Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.8.34

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078535

Lugduni, : Sumptibus Petri Rauaud, via Mercatoria sub signo S. Petri., M. DC. XXIV. [1624]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cf.4.1

Note: Page numbers 647-648 are repeated.
First description of an aortic aneurysm.
Headbands, initials.
The manuscript of this book was discovered many years after the death of Saporta and was published posthumously by Henri Gras (cf. Garrison & Morton).
Indexed In: Garrison & Morton, 2971
Proksch, v. 1, p. 104
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Lyon 1624
Printer Etc.: Ravaud, Pierre, fl. 1624.
Annotations: with some ink markings on the front pastedown, flyleaf and title page (possible booksellers’ notations); very occasional pencil notes in the margins mainly extracting keywords.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.10.23".
Binding: 17th century brown calfskin; double blind tooled fillet at board perimeter; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085690
A profitable and necessarie booke of observations, for all those that are burned with the flame of gun-powder, &c. ... Last of all is adioyned a short treatise, for the cure of lues venerea, byunctions and other approved wayes of curing, heretofore by me collected...

London, : Printed by M. Dawson, and are to be sold by Benjamin Allen and Peter Cole., 1637..

Sp Coll Bo7-m.4

"A briefe and necesary treatise, touching the cure of the disease now vsually called lues venerea .. The third edition" has separate dated title page; pagination and register are continuous

Indexed In:  STC (2nd ed.), 5445.7.
             ESTC, S108098


Place & Date:  London 1637

Printer Etc.:  Cole, Peter, fl. 1637-1635.
               Allen, Benjamin, fl. 1637.
               Dawson, Mary, fl. 1635-1637.

Copy specific:  Title page restored and re-mounted; heavily trimmed; incomplete: lacks p. 225-229 including "The nature and propertie of quicksilver, by G. Baker one of her Maiesties chirurgions" "year of our Lord" on title page obliterated.

Provenance:  [illegible] Edward, early manuscript ownership (?) inscription on page 142; early shelfmark (?) at head of leaf A2r "O.6224" University of Glasgow Library bookplate on front pastedown dated 1869.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1679903

Lugduni Batavorum : Apud Johannem Elsevirium, Academ. Typograph., MDCLV. [1655]

Sp Coll 82.b.5
& Sp Coll 82.b.8
La méthode curatoire de la maladie vénérienne, vulgairement appelée grosse verolle, & de la diversité de ses symptômes. / Composée par Thierry de Hery, Lieutenant general du premier Barbier Chirurgien du Roy.

A Paris, : Chez Jean Dehoury, a[e] bout du Pont-Neuf, près les Augustins, à l'image Sainct lean., M. DC. LX. [1660]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.28

Indexed In:      Proksch, v. 1, p. 16
Collection:     Hunterian.
Provenance:     Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date:   Paris 1660
Printer Etc.:  Houry, Jean d', fl. 1630-1678.
Annotations: "No 52" in ink at head of title page; lable glued to rear pastedown with note in ink: ordinantur maxime.
Binding:        17th century vellum laced case; title and author details in ink on spine; title and author details in ink on fore edge of text block; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084353
Venus unmasked: or a more exact discovery of the venereal evil, or French disease: Comprising the opinions of most ancient and modern physicians, with the particular sentiment of the author touching the rise, nature, subject, causes, kinds, progress, changes, signs, and prognosticks of the said evil. Together with luculent problems, pregnant observations, and the most practical cures of that disease, and virulent gonorrhoea, or running of the reins. Likewise a tract of general principles of physick, with discourses of the scurvy, manginess, and plague. / By Gideon Harvey. Med. Spag. Dogm. Chir. & Phil. D.


Lugduni Batavorum, : Ex officina Cornelii Driehuysen,.. 1666.

Sp Coll 82.b.5
& Sp Coll 82.b.8

Note: Examination date of 21 October inferred from manuscript note "21" on title page of copy at 82.b.5.
Printer's ornament on t.p.; head and tailpieces, initials.
Text in Latin with some Greek.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 2
STCN, 120931680
Local Note: Copy at 81.b.5 is item 61 of 61 bound together; copy at 82.b.8 is item 39 of 52 bound together.
Provenance: University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate in copy at 82.b.5.
Place & Date: Leiden 1666
Printer Etc.: Driehuysen, Cornelia, fl. 1663-1671.

Annotations on copy at 82.b.5: manuscript note at bottom of recto of front free endpaper "No. 124"; manuscript pencil shelfmark (?) on front pastedown scored out "XI.3.5"; manuscript note "21" on title page indicating examination date of 21 October.
Provenance of copy at 82.b.5: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark L.3.6.
Binding of copy at 82.b.5: 17th/18th century vellum laced case binding; manuscript title "Theses Medicæ" and decoration in ink at head of spine; manuscript volume number "5" on spine; later brown calf labels at head and foot of spine repeating title and volume information.
Binding of copy at 82.b.8: 20th century brown buckram; Glasgow College Library stamp in gilt at foot of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074462
Historia et mysterium luis venerae: utrumque concise abstractum et formatum ex seriis perpensionibus & criticis collationibus diversarum repugnantium opinionum, et contrariarum assertionum celebrium medicorum. Anglorum, Gallorum, Hispanorum & Italorum, dissentientium scriptorum, conveniens argumentis & rationibus, traditam hactenus doctrinam de grandi hoc malo & communem medicorum praxin illi superstructam, esse erroneam & non salutarem: solvens praeterea maximè dubias & arduas quaestiones, de abstrusa natura, difficili & deceptibili curatone popularis hujus morbi, unà cum animadversionibus super diversas methodos curationum praedictis nationibus in usu. / Authore Eduardo Maynwaringio

Francofurti & Hamburgi, : Impensis Joannis Naumannii, & Georgii Wolfii., MDCLXXV. [1675]

Http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078831
Several chirurgicall treatises. / by Richard Wiseman, Serjeant-Chirurgeon.

London, : Printed by E. Flesher and J. Macock, for R. Royston bookseller to His most sacred Majesty, and B. Took at the Ship in St. Paul's Church-yard, / Anno Dom. 1676.

Sp Coll Bk2-c.12

Note: Half-title reads: Chirurgicall treatises.
With divisional title pages for each treatise.
"Of Lues venera." has a separate divisional title page, pagination and signatures beginning with quire B.

Signatures: A⁴ (a)⁴ B-3R⁴ 3S⁴(3-352), ²B-²M² ²N² ²O²(²-²O2).
Final page blank.

Indexed In: Wing, W3107
ESTC, R12081

Provenance: Patoun, David, 17th/18th century. manuscript ownership inscription.
Campbell, Charles, Ownership inscription and crest on title page.
University of Glasgow. Medical Class library. Bookplate

Place & Date: London 1676

Printer Etc.: Flesher, Elizabeth, fl. 1667-1688.
Macocke, John, fl. 1645-1692.
Royston, Richard, fl. 1647-1681.
Tooke, Benjamin, I, fl. 1657-1716.

Provenance: 17th/18th century manuscript ownership inscription on half-title "Ex libris Dav: Patoun."; manuscript ownership inscription "Charles Campbell" and boar's head erased crest on title page with motto "En Via Vi"; University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark U.2.8; several former university library shelfmarks (?) scored out "GU.2.10", "1.1.12"; With manuscript addition to title page "To Charles the Second, Rex".

Binding: 19th century half binding calf and marbled paper; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt stamp at foot of spine; number 241 in gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074462
L'art de guerir les maladies veneriennes, : explique' par les principes de la nature & des mécaniques. / Par Nicolas de Blegny, chirurgien ordinaire de la Reyne.

Paris, : Chez l'autheur, ruë de Guenegaud, à l'enseigne de la Prudence. Et Jean Dhoury, à l'image S. Jean, sur le Quay des Augustins., M. DC. LXXVII. [1677]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.13

Note: With final page of errata.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 24(1)
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. Geckie, A. Signature (?).
Place & Date: Paris 1677
Printer Etc.: Blégny, Nicolas, fl. 1677. Dhoury, Jean, fl. 1630-1678.
Copy specific: Set incomplete: vol. 1 of 3 only.
Annotations: manuscript note on recto of front free endpaper: A Geckie 3 vols; some other ink annotations (possibly booksellers' notaions).
Provenance: possible manuscript ownership inscription on recto of front free endpaper "A Geckie"; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Av.10.25".
Binding: 18th century speckled brown sheepskin; gold tooled board edges; spine decorated in gilt with title and volume details at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078831
A short compendium of chirurgery: containing its grounds & principles. More particularly treating of imposthumes, wounds, ulcers, fractures & dislocations. Also a discourse of the generation and birth of man, very necessary to be understood by all midwives and child-bearing women. With the several methods of curing the French pox: the cure of baldness, inflammation of the eyes, and toothach: and an account of blood-letting, cup-setting, and bleeding with leeches. By J.S. M.D.

London, : Printed by W[illiam], G[odbid], and are to be sold by Charles Blount, at the Black Raven in the Strand, near Worcester-House., 1678.

Sp Coll Hunterian Aw.3.33

Note:
Erroneously attributed by Wing to John Shirley, 1648-1679.
Printer's name from Wing CD.

Indexed In:
Wing, S3496
ESTC, R038236

Collection:
Hunterian.

Provenance:
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date:
London 1678

Printer Etc.: Godbid, William, fl. 1656-1679.

Provenance:
William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Am.8.6".

Binding:
17th/18th century brown sheepskin; double blind tooled fillet board perimeter; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085552

Die 15. Sept. loco horisque solitis.


Sp Coll 82.b.6

Note: In latin with some greek.
Signatures: A⁴B², (B2 blank)
Indexed In: STCN, 125109946
Local Note: Item 50 of 57 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Leiden 1679
Printer Etc.: Elzevier, Johannes, wed. en erven, fl. 1661-1681.
Annotations: Manuscript note "No. 126" at foot of recto of fron free endpaper; manuscript table of volume contents in ink on recto of rear flyleaf.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark L.4.1.
Binding: 17th/18th century vellum laced case; spine decorated in ink; brown calf labels at head and foot of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1789429

Londini: : Typis M.C. impensis Walteri Kettilyb, ad insigne capitis Episcopalis in Coemeterio D. Pauli,, MDCLXXX. [1680]

Sp Coll Hunterian At.2.11

Genevae, : Sumptibus Leonardi Chouët. [& Socij.], M. DC. LXXX. [-M. DC. LXXXV.] [1680-1685]
L'art de guerir les maladies veneriennes, : explique' par les principes de la nature & des mécaniques. / Par Nicolas de Blegny, conseiller chirurgien ordinaire du corps de monsieur, directeur de l'Academie des Nouvelles Découvertes de Medecine, & premier iuré commis pour les rapports de chirurgie.

Paris, : Chez Estienne Michallet, rue Saint Jacques, à l'image Saint Paul, proche la Fontaine Saint Severin., M. DC. LXXXVIII. [1683]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.14-15

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 24(1)
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1683
Printer Etc.: Michallet, Étienne, fl. 1661?-1710.
Copy specific: Set incomplete: lacks vol.1.
Binding: 18th century speckled brown calf skin; gold tooled board edges; spine decorated in gilt with title and volume details at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078447
Tuta, ac efficax luis venereae, : saepe absque mercurio, ac semper absque salvatione mercuriali, curandae methodus. / authore Davide Abercromby, M.D.

Londini : Impensis Samuelis Smith ad Insigne Principis in Coemiterio Divi Pauli., M.D.C.LXXXIV. [1684]

Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 24

Note: Advertisement: p. [9]-[17].
Indexed In: Wing, A88
Arber's Term cat., ll 93
Proksch, v. 1, p. 25
Place & Date:London 1684
Printer Etc.: Smith, Samuel, fl. 1682-1707.
Annotations: some pencil notes on front and rear pastedowns (possibly binders' notes).
Binding: 20th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; author, title details and date of publication gilt on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3089466
Traité de la verole, gonorrhee, chancres, bubes venereens, & de leurs accidens, : avec une guerison veritable & solide. / Par le sieur Etienne Blankard, docteur en philosoph. & medicine, & practicien a Amsterdam. Traduit par Guillaume Willis.

A Amsterdam, : Chez Corneille Blankard, libraire dans le Warmoes-Straat, a l'enseigne d'Erasme., M. DC. LXXXVIII. [1688]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ci.4.7

Note: The treatise is based on Descartes' principles.
Title page in red and black.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 25(2)
STCN, 101450850

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
G, P. Manuscript ownership signature.

Place & Date: Amsterdam 1688
Printer Etc.: Blankaart, Cornelis, fl. 1687-1689.
Annotations: possible manuscript ownership signature (?) on title page: P. G(?); former shelfmark at head of front pastedown: A.8.2; partial label on rear pastedown with text: U. H[...].
University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ci.4.7".

Binding: 17th century publishers binding; marbled paper over paper boards; diamond shaped label at foot of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086456
Vade mecum: or, A companion for a chirurgion. : fitted for sea, or land; peace, or war. Shewing the use of his instruments, and virtues of medicines simple and compound most in use, and how to make them up after the best method. With the manner of making reports to a Magistrate, or Coroner's inquest. A treatise of bleeding at the nose, and directions for bleeding, purging, vomiting, &c. / by Thomas Brugis, doctor in physick.


Sp Coll Ferguson Am-b.34
Nouvelle methode d'operations de chirurgie, : avec deux traitez, l'un de la nouvelle maniere de guerir la verole, et l'autre les maladies de l'estomach.

A Paris, : Chez Laurent d'Houry., M. DC. XCIII. [1693]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cf.4.27


Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 121
Collection: Hunterian.
Place & Date: Paris 1693
Printer Etc.: Houry, Laurent d', fl. 1678-1725.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature of George Bell on title page; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.9.11".
Binding: 17th/18th century brown sheepskin; gold-tooled spine; title details gilt in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085822
Martini Lister sex exercitationes medicinales de quibusdam morbis chronicis: : quarum prima est, de hydrope; secunda, de diabete; tertia, de hydrophobia; quarta, de lue venerea; quinta, de scorbuto; sexta, de arthritide....

Londini, : Impensis S. Smith & B. Walford, ad Insignia Principis, in Coemeterio D. Pauli,, MDCXCVI. [1694]

Sp Coll Hunterian At.2.24

Note: Leaf P8 is blank.
Errata on p. [16]
Indexed In: Wing, L2531
ESTC, R23374
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1694
Printer Etc.: Walford, Benjamin, fl. 1689-1710.
Smith, Samuel, fl. 1681-1704.
Binding: 17th/18th century Cambridge panel style concentric panels speckled calf; red sprinkled edges; 18th century title label at tail edge of text block.
Provenance: Hunterian Library, bookplate: former shelfmark An.4.2.; other shelfmarks scored out.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074525
Enchiridion medicum theoretico-practicum; sive Tractatus de morborum, theoria & praxi. (Cui subnectitur appendix de lue venera.) : In quo omnium morborum humano generi officientium, nomina, naturae, causae, signa, & prognostica, unâ cum eorundem curatione breviter & perspicuè delineantur. / Operà & Studio, Josephi Jackson, Chimiatri.

Londini, : Excudebat, T. Sowle, prostat etiam venalis in officina in area quae vulgo vocatur White-Hart-Court, juxta Grace-Church-Street., 1695.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ci.4.5

Note: With errata on a6v.
      Final leaf blank.

Indexed In: Wing, J85
            ESTC, R24399
            Proksch, v. 1, p. 122

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1695

Printer Etc.: Sowle, Tace (Tacy), fl. 1695-1746.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.7.18".

Binding: 17th/18th century brown sheepskin; double blind tooled fillet board frame; gold tooled spine; author and title details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086365
Martini Lister sex exercitationes medicinales de quibusdam morbis chronicis ... Accessit G.G.L. Relatio ad inclytam Societatem Leopoldinam Naturaee Curiosorum de novo antydisenterico ex America allato

Francofurti & Lipsiae: Sumptibus Gothofredi Freytagii, 1696

Place & Date: Leipzig 1696
Frankfurt 1696

Printer Etc.: Freytag, Gottfried, fl. 1696.

Provenance: Early manuscript ownership (?)inscription on front flyleaf: "Grel. Dr. [illegible]. 1776" early shelfmark (?) on rear pastedown "G10-i.24"; University of Glasgow Library bookplate on front pastedown dated 1872.

Binding: Germany 18th century paper over pasteboard; blind decoration and title at head of spine; red dyed edges; paper label on spine with lot number (?) 165(9?) in manuscript.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3067253
Chirurgorum comes: or, the whole practice of chirurgery. / Begun by the learned Dr. Read; continu'd and compleated by a member of the College of Physicians in London. To which is added, by way of appendix, two treatises, one of the venereal disease, the other concerning embalming.


Sp Coll Ferguson Am-e.6

---

Note: Irregular pagination. Contents, p. [9]-[24].
Indexed In: Wing, R428 ESTC, R182392
Place & Date: London 1696
Printer Etc.: Newman, Hugh, fl. 1692-1703.
Annotations: some unread manuscript notes on front and rear pastedowns; manuscript note at top of recto of front free endpaper "Wr. Alexr. Rhead", Alexander Reid also known as Alexander Rhead cf. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography; with a few other pencil and ink notes (possibly booksellers' notations).
Provenance: bookplate of Thomas Nadauld Brushfield on front pastedown; manuscript ownership signature on recto of front free endpaper "Sam Kite".
Binding: 18th/19th century brown sheepskin; blind tooled concentric frame design on covers; red morocco label at head of spine with title in gilt.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1758129
Praxeos Mayernianae : ex adversariis, consiliis ac epistolis ejus summâ curâ ac diligentiâ concinnatum syntagma alterum, quatuor tractatus continens: viz. I. De febribus. II. De morbis externis. III. De arthritide. IV. De lue venerea.


Sp Coll Hunterian Av.3.4

Note: Title page enclosed in a plain rule-border. 
Copy lacks engraved frontispiece portrait of author. 
Wing reports title: Praxeos Mayernianæ in morbis. 
First part entitled: Praxeos Mayernianæ in morbis internis, published in 1690 (Wing M1431). 
"Tractatus de febribus", "Tractatus II. De morbis externis", "Tractatus III. De arthritide" and "Tractatus IV. De lue venerea" each have divisional half-title page on leaves B1r, E4r, M1r and N8r respectively; pagination and register continuous. 
With [S] final pages of bookseller’s advertisements. 
Signatures: A⁴ B⁴⁻T⁸. 
Order to print on leaf A4v. 
Printed marginal notes. 
Indexed In: 
ESTC, R28420 
Wing, M1433 
Proksch, v. 1, p. 121 
Provenance: 
Hunter, William, 1718-1783. 
Place & Date: 
London 1696 
Printer Etc.: 
Smith, Samuel, fl. 1682-1707. 
Walford, Benjamin, fl. 1687-1710. 
Annotations: 
manuscript reference in ink at top of recto of front free endpaper referring to recipe in part 1: Pulvis de Gutteta in [unread] [unread] pag 28 libr 1. 
Provenance: 
William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist; source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "An.7.19". 
Binding: 
18th century mottled calfskin; blind tooled double fillet board perimeter; blind tooled cambridge panel style concentric frames joined at corners with corner fleurons; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges. 

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085545
Martini Lister octo exercitationes medicinales; : quarum I. De hydrole. II. De diabete. III. De hydrophobia. IV. De lue venerea. V. De scorbuto. VI. De arthritide. VII. De calculo humano. VIII. De variolis.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ci.4.2

Indexed In:      ESTC, R21464
                 Wing, L2530
                 Proksch, v. 1, p. 121
Collection:     Hunterian.
Provenance:     Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date:   London 1697
Printer Etc.:   Smith, Samuel, fl. 1682-1707.
                 Walford, Benjamin, fl. 1687-1710.
Annotations:    manuscript note of date in ink on front pastedown: May 25 31; manuscript note in ink on front pastedown: Canalae:(?) Pret: "6."
Provenance:     William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Av.10.3".
Binding:        18th/19th century brown calf; blind tooled spine; title and author details in second from top compartment; triple blind tooled Cambridge panel style frame with corner fleuron's on covers; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086282
Enchiridion Medicum Theoretico-Practicum; : sive tractatus, de morborum theoria & praxi. (Cui subnectitur appendix de lue venerea) in quo omnium morborum humano generi officientium, nomina, naturae, causae, signa, & prognostica, unà cum eorundem curatione breviter & perspicuē delineantur. / Operâ & Studio, Josephi Jackson, chymiatri.

Amstelodami, : Apud Georgium Gallet., M. DC. XCVII. [1697]

Sp Coll Bh1-l.16

Note: Title page in red and black.
Frontispiece signed: P.v.d. B: jnv. del. et Fec:.

Indexed In: BVB online, BV009235894.
Proksch, v. 1, p. 122
STCN, 138983798

Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Amsterdam 1697
Printer Etc.: Gallet, George, fl. 1692-1722.
Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription at head of title page: Exlibrib bibliotheca [unread] 1703; unread manuscript ownership signature at foot of title page.
Binding: Scotland 20th century brown calfskin; blind tooled board frame; blind tooled decorative turn-ins; title details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges; pencil note on rear pastedown: D+W 9-63 63/6.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093035
Les operations de la chirurgie, par une methode courte et facile. : Avec deux 
traitez, l'un des maladies de l'estomac, et l'autre des maux veneriens. / Par feu J. 
B. Verduc, docteur en medicine.

Esprit., M. DC. XCVIII. [1698]

Sp Coll Hunterian At.3.3

Note: Both 'maladies de l'estomac' and 'maux veneriens' have a separate half title page but the 
pagination is continuous. 
Leaf with p. [21]-[22] is blank. 
With an advertisement p. [3]-[6].

Collection: Hunterian. 
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. 
Place & Date: Paris 1698 
Printer Etc.: Houry, Laurent d', fl. 1678-1725. 
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of 
Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, 
with former shelfmark "At.3.3". 
Binding: France 17th century publishers quarter binding brown stiff and marbled paper.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1777231
Nouveau système concernant la generation, les maladies veneriennes et le mercure; : où leurs phenoménes sont expliquez d'une maniere toute particulaire pour la connoissance de ces maladies, & la préparation qu'on doit faire observer aux malades : divisez en deux parties, / par Charles-Denys de Launay.

A Paris, : Chez Barthelemy Girin, à l'entrée du Quay des Augustins, du côté du Pont Saint Michel, à la Prudence., M. DC. XCVIII. [1698]

Sp Coll Hunterian At.3.34

Note: With printed notes in the margins.
With an advertisement.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 27
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1698
Printer Etc.: Girin, Barthélemy, fl. 1695-1723.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "An.10.20".
Binding: 18th century speckled sheepskin; spine decorated in gilt; title details at head of spine in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085174
The surgeons assistant. : In which is plainly discovered the true origin of most diseases. Treating particularly of the plague, French pox, leprosie, &c. of the biting of mad dogs, and other venemous creatures. Also a compleat treatise of cancers and gangreens. With an enquiry whether they have any alliance with contagious diseases. Their most easie, and speedy method of cure. With diverse approved receipts. / By John Browne, sworn surgeon in ordinary to his late most excellent Majesty King William III. and late senior surgeon of St Thomas Hospital in Southwark.

London, : Printed for James Knapton, at the Crown in St Pauls Church-yard., MDCCIII. [1703]
De morbis acutis infantum. : Editio secunda, priori auctior. Cui accessit liber observationes de morbis aliquot gravioribus medicas complectens. Annexis etiam quibusdam de luis venereae origine, naturâ & curatione. / Autore Gualtero Harris, M.D. Celeberrimi Collegii Medicorum Londinensium Socio.


Sp Coll Hunterian Au.1.8

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085284
Enchiridion medicum theoretico-practicum; sive tractatus de morborum theoria et praxi. : (cui subnecititur, Appendix de Lue Venerea.) In quo omnium morborum humano generi officientium, nomina, naturae, causae, signa, & prognostica, unà cum eorundem curatione breviter & perspicuè delineantur. / opera et studio Josephi Jackson, chymiatri. Juxtà exemplar Londinense.


Sp Coll Hunterian Au.4.21

Note: Title page in red and black. With head and tail pieces.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 122
Local Note: Item 3 of 3 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Brussels 1705
Printer Etc.: De Smedt, Joannes, fl. 1701-1718.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Av.9.2".
Binding: 18th century quarter binding brown calfskin and marbled paper; blind tooled double fillets at either side of raised bands on spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085411
Eight chirurgical treatises, on these following heads: I. Of tumours. II. Of ulcers. III. Of diseases of the anus. IV. Of the Kings-Evil. V. Of wounds. VI. Of gun-shot wounds. VII. Of fractures and luxations. VIII. Of the Lues Venerea. / By Richard Wiseman, Serjeant-Chirurgeon to King Charles the IId.


Sp Coll NG.1.1

Note: Originally published as 'Several chirurgical treatises'. With a half-title.

Indexed In: ESTC, N1246
Proksch, v. 1, p. 118

Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1705
Printer Etc. Tooke, Benjamin, I, fl. 1657-1716.
Meredith, John, fl. 1703-1705.
Aylmer, Brabazon, fl. 1679-1706.

Annotation: some manuscript annotation in pencil throughout.

Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark V.2.4.

Binding: 18th century speckled brown calf; gold-tooled spine; red morocco label in second from top compartment gilt with author and title details; possible former shelfmark 242 gilt in top compartment; Glasgow College Medical Library stamp gilt in bottom compartment; boards blind tooled with Cambridge style concentric frames joined at corners with corner fleurons; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091730
A treatise of all the degrees and symptoms of the venereal disease, in both sexes; explicating naturally and mechanically, its causes, kinds, various ways of infecting; the nature of hereditary infection; certainty of knowing whether infected or not; infallible way to prevent infection; easiness of cure when infected; reasons why so many miss of cure; how to know when, and when not, in skilful hands for care, and the use and abuse of mercury in the cure. .... / By John Marten, Chirurgeon.

London: : Printed for, and sold by S. Crouch, in Cornhil, N. Crouch in the Poultry, J. Knapton, and M. Atkins, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, P. Varenne at Seneca's Head in the Strand, C. King Westminster-Hall. J Isted against St. Dunstans Church Fleet-Street, Booksellers, and at the author's house, the further end of Hatton Garden, on the left-hand beyond the Chappel, John Marten Surgeon writ over the door., [1708]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.11

Note: Preface dated: May 17th. 1708.
With a final advertisement leaf.
Page xxi misnumbered xx; page xv misnumbered vxx.
Price from imprint: Price Bound 4 s.

Indexed In: ESTC, T94121
Proksch, v. 1, p. 463(1)

Provenance Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1708

Printer Etc.: Crouch, Samuel, fl. 1674-1711.
Crouch, Nathaniel, fl. 1663-1725.
Knapton, James, fl.1687-1738.
Atkins, Maurice, fl. 1671-1715.
Varenne, P de, fl. 1695-1724.
King, Charles, fl. 1696-1734.
Isted, J, fl. 1704-1732.

Annotations: some ink notes on front pastedown (possibly booksellers' notations).

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aj.8.3".

Binding: 18th/19th century speckled sheepskin; blind tooled concentric frames on covers; blue speckled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3081297
The symptoms, nature, cause, and cure of a gonorrhoea

London: : Printed and sold by John Graves in St. James's Street, and John Morphew, near Stationers-Hall., M DCC XIII. [1713]

Signatures: A⁴ B-N⁸.
With two final leaves of advertisements.
A variant (ESTC N24453) has imprint: "Printed for John Graves ...".
Title in double ruled border.
Initials, head-pieces.
Printed marginalia.

Indexed In: ESTC, T53270
Proksch, v. 2, p. 3(1)
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1713
Printer Etc.: Graves, John, fl. 1681-1727.
Morphew, John, fl.1706-1720.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ab.11.24".
Binding: 18th century brown sheep skin; blind tooled double fillet board perimeter; blind tooled concentric frames joined at corners with tulip motifs; spine decorated in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082751
De morbis acutis infantum. : Accessère observationes medicae de morbis aliquot gravioribus, et quaedam de luis venereae origine, naturâ & curatione. / Autore Gualtero Harris, M. D. Celeberrimi Collegii Medicorum Londinensium Socio.


Sp Coll NF.9.14

Note: Pt. 2 has title: Commentarius medicus de aphthis nostratibus, seu Belgarum sprouw. Authore Vincentio Ketelaer Med. Doct. With a half-title and final leaf of errata.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 124
Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Amsterdam 1715
Printer Etc.: Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, fl. 1683-1744.
Annotations: unread possible manuscript ownership signature at head of title page of pt. 1.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XL.5.2.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding red sheepskin and marbled paper; untrimmed textblock.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091534
Iacobi Vercelloni Pedemontani Phil. & Medic. Doctoris De pudendorum morbis & Lue Venerea tetrabiblion illustrissimo D. Lucae Pertusato Dictatum.

Astae : Apud Ioannem Baptistam dè Zangrandis Superiorum permissù., MDCCXVI. [1716]

Sp Coll 86.b.13

Place & Date: Asti 1716
Printer Etc.: Zangrandi, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1716.
Binding: 18th century vellum laced case; blue sprinkled edges; manuscript spine title; former shelfmark(?) stamped in gilt at head of spine "345"

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1787762
Nouvelles formules de medecine, Latines et Françoises, pour le Grand Hôtel-Dieu de Lion. : Utiles aux autres hôpitaux, tant de villes, que des armées, & aux jeunes medecins, chirurgiens & apothicaires. / composées par Pierre Garnier, docteur en medicin de l'Université de Montpelier, agregé au College des Medicins de Lion, cydevant Medicin dudit Hôtel-Dieu.

A Paris, : Chez Daniel Horthemels, rue S. Jaques, au Mecenas., M. DCCXVI. [1716]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cl.4.5

Note: With: Traité pratique de la verole / par Pierre Garnier.
Traité pratique de la verole has separate title page, pagination and register.

Collection: Hunterian.
Indexed in: Proksch, v. 1, p. 121
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Connel, M. Manuscript ownership signature.

Place & Date: Paris 1716
Printer Etc.: Hortemel, Daniel, Widow of, fl. 1691-1727.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature on title page: M Connellius.; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ar.10.15".

Binding: 18th century mottled sheepskin; gold-tooled spine; title details gilt on a brown morocco label in second from top compartment; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088552
Venus a la mode, das ist: die anietzo im Schwang gehende venerische Moden-Krankheit, wie solche so wol inn- als äusserlich in allen ihren ereignenden zufällen gantz sicher und gewi[ss] ohne einigen Gran des mercurii oder quecksilber zu curiren, da[ss] man auch während der zeit allen Verrichtungen unverhindert obliegen könne; alles sowohl theroretice, als practice gantz kurz und nervös nach spagyrischen principiis demonstrirt, auch die cur mit vielen probat- und arcanen chymischen medicamenten angefüllt; Nebst einem anhang verschiedener physicalischer experimenten und chymischer medicamenten vom gold und antimonio; alles also abgefasset, damit chirurgi und Benöthigte solches commod in felde bey sich führen können, / von D. Louis Gilhomme de Knör

Leipzig/ : bey Johann Friedrich Braun/, 1717.

Sp Coll Ferguson Ao-f.20

Note: Head and tail-pieces.
Title page in black and red.
Contents listed p. [11]-[14].

Indexed In: Prosch, v. 1, p. 464

Local Note: Item 2 of 4 bound together.

Collection: Ferguson.

Provenance: Ferguson, John, 1837-1916 Manuscript acquisition notes.

Place & Date: Leipzig 1717

Printer Etc.: Braun, Johann Friedrich, fl.1707-1721.

Annotations: manuscript errata notes for item 4 of 4 in this volume in pencil on rear pastedown; manuscript note in pencil at top of front pastedown Ñ treatises in 1 V.l." previous shelfmark in pencil on recto of front free end-paper "Q.IV.19".

Provenance: manuscript acquisition note on front pastedown by Ferguson "J. Ferguson March 25 188?"

Binding: 18th/19th century half binding natural vellum and marbled paper; with previous shelfmark in ink at top of spine "Q.IV.19".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078805
Christiani Benedicti Carpzovii, lips. philosoph. ac medic. doct. reg. polon. maj. & elect. sax. praefecturae grimmensis physici provincialis & practici, De sexus sequioris gonorrhoea, : seu fluore albo mulierum libellus medicus.

Lipsiae, : Apud Haered. Lanckisii., Anno MDCCXVIII. [1718]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.26

Note: Title page in red and black.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 4
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Carrs, John, fl. 1809-1849. Label.
Place & Date: Leipzig 1718
Printer Etc.: Lanckisch, Friedrich, fl.1670-1763.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Bc.8.24".
Binding: Hunterian Library bookplate and binding; blue and red sprinkled edges; book label "Bound by Carss, Glasgow" at head of front pastedown.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1776798
The symptoms, nature, cause, and cure of a gonorrhoea. / By W. Cockburn, M. D. Fellow of the R. S. and of the College of Physicians.


Indexed In: ESTC, T53264
Proksch, v. 2, p. 3(1)
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. Bookplate in copy at Hunterian Ab.6.3.
Elyott, Thomas, fl. 1743. Manuscript ownership signature in copy at Hunterian Ab.6.3.
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate in copy at NH.1.13.
Printer Etc.: Bowyer, William, 1663-1737.
Strahan, George, fl. 1699-1752.
W. and J. Innys
Provenance of Hunterian Ab.6.3: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ah.6.8" manuscript ownership signature in ink on recto of front free end paper: Thomas Elyott 1743.
Binding of Hunterian Ab.6.3 copy: 18th century speckled calf skin with double gilt fillet board perimeter; author and title details at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

Annotations in NH.1.13 copy: manuscript note at head of title page: No. 472.
Provenance of NH.1.13: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark B.5.30.
Binding of NH.1.13 copy: 18th century speckled calf skin with double gilt fillet board perimeter; author and title details at head of spine; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt stamp at foot of spine; former shelfmark (?) 326 in gilt at head of spine; 27 in black ink on red paper label at centre of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078805
Hieronymi Fracastorii Syphilis. Sive morbus Gallicus.

Londini: : Apud Jonam Bowyer ad Insigne Rosae in Coemeterio Divi Pauli., MDCCXX. [1720]

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.1.9 (Item 28 of 31)

Note: With printers device; head- and tail-pieces.
Indexed In: ESTC, T102780
Local Note: Item 30 of 31 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1720
Printer Etc.: Bowyer, Jonah, fl. 1705-1727.
Annotations: number 8 in red ink at top of title page
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.3.5".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1783005
A compendious and new method of performing chirurgical operations, fit for young surgeons. : To which are added, short and easy directions how to manage the venereal disease. / by Edward Dunn, Surgeon, belonging to the African Company.


Sp Coll Hunterian Z.3.4

Note: The initial leaf contains an advertisement and an approbation. With a final leaf of advertisements. Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces; initials.

Indexed In: ESTC, T113777
Collection: Wellcome cat. of printed books, II, p. 500
Place & Date: London 1724
Printer Etc.: Rivington, Charles, I, fl. 1711-1742.
Annotations: some ink markings on front pastedown and recto of front free endpaper (possibly booksellers' notations).
Binding: 18th century brown speckled and mottled calfskin; blind tooled double fillet board frame; blind tooled Cambridge panel style concentric frames joined at corners with corner fleurons; board edges blind tooled with a decorative roll; gold-tooled spine; author and title details in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges..

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088302


Sp Coll Hunterian Em.1.9 (Item 29 of 31)
A specifick by which any person may be preserved from being ever infected with the venereal disease. : Together with infallible receipts, directions and regimen to be observ'd by those that actually are, or shall be so infected, for the speedy and perfect cure thereof: by which means, without any further discovery, they may cure themselves in a very short time. The said specifick with directions to be had at Mr. Evans at the Sun in Great Carter-Lane by Doctor-Commons, at ten shillings the largest, and five shillings the smallest, and no where else.

London, : Printed for J. Roberts in Warwick-Lane, and sold by the booksellers of London and West-minster., MDCCXXVII. [1727]

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.3.1 (Item 8 of 10)

Note: Price from imprint: Pr. 6d.
Final page blank.
Head- and tail-peices.

Local Note: Item 8 of 10 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1727

Printer Etc.: Roberts, James, fl. 1700-1754.

Lacks pages 1-2, probably a half-title page as title page is present on p. 3.

Annotations: paper tag tipped in at start of volume: Means of cure; note in pencil on title page "12/20".
University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.7.1".

Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1783265
Aphrodisiacus, : sive de lue venerea; in duos tomos bipartitus, continens omnia quae cumque hactenus de hac re sunt ab omnibus medicis conscripta. Ubi de ligno indico, salsa perilla, radice chynae, argento vivo; caeterisque rebus omnibus ad hujus luis profligationem inventis, diffusissima tractatio habetur. Opus hac nostra aetate, qua morbi gallici vis passim vagatur, apprimé necessarium: / ab excellentissimo Aloysio Luisino utenensi, medico celeberrimo novissimé collectum. Indice rerum omnium scitu dignarum adornatum. Editio longè emendatior, & ab innumeris mendis repurgata.


Sp Coll Bl3-a.2-3

Note: Numbered in columns, 1-1366, two columns to the page.
Title in red and black; with woodcut initials.
Contains a partial reprint of the China-root epistle of Andreas Vesalius, with the appended regimen, and Fracastoro's Syphilis, along with his description of syphilis from Bk. II of his De contagione.
Includes index in volume two.
With errata and instructions to binders on last printed page of volume two.

Indexed In: Cushing, Bio-bibl. of Andreas Vesalius, 167
Baumgartner, bibliography of Fracastoro's Syphilis, 20
Lindeboom, Bibliographia Boerhaaviana, 5512

Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Leiden 1728
Printer Etc.: Langerak, Johan Arnold, active 1710-1750.
Verbeek, Johannes, fl. 1722-1776.
Verbeek, Hermanus, fl. 1722-1776.

Copy specific: With manuscript note in pencil on recto of front free endpaper of volume 1 "Thursday 11th July" (?); several scored out previous shelfmarks (?) in pen.

Binding: 18th century speckled brown calf; blind tooled concentric frames joined at corners; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075201
Commentationes novae de lue venerea, : et ejus curatione omnimoda, praefatae operi magno, aphrodisiaco, clarissimo / Hermanno Boerhaave. Ubi posuit hujus mali sedem in membrana adiposa, ejusque propaginibus: curamque gonorrhoea virulentae cujusque speciei traddit.


Sp Coll Hunterian El.3.8 (item 12 of 14)

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 29
ESTC, N16165
Local Note: Item 12 of 14 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1728
Printer Etc.: Vandenhoeck, Abraham, fl. 1721-1734.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.6.4".
Binding: 18th/19th century brown buckram; text block extremely tightly cropped; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1782880
A discourse concerning gleets. Their cause and cure. : With a prefatory account of Professor Boerhaave's new comments on the venereal disease; and some animadversions thereon. Address'd to the surgeons in the city of London. To which is added, a defence of the 12th chapter of the first part of a treatise de morbis cutaneis, in respect to the spots and marks impress'd upon the skin of the foetus, by the force of the mother's fancy: containing some remarks upon a discourse lately printed and entituled, the strength of imagination in pregnant women examin'd, &c. Whereby it is made plain, notwithstanding all the objections therein, that the said imagination in the pregnant woman, is capable of maiming, and does often both mutilate and mark the foetus, or that the same, as he insinuates, is not a vulgar error. In a letter to the author. / By Daniel Turner, of the College of Physicians in London.

London: : Printed for John Clarke, at the Bible under the Royal Exchange., 1729.

Sp Coll NH.3.4

Note: Preface dated: Sept. 31. 1728.
Indexed In: ESTC, T136060
Proksch, v. 2, p. 4
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1729
Printer Etc.: Clarke, John, fl. 1728-1765.
Annotations: some ink notes on final page (possible booksellers' notations).
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark K.4.15.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown calf skin and marbled paper over paper boards; possible former shelfmark gilt in top compartment: 1663; untrimmed text block.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093078
De morbo Gallico. : A treatise of the French disease, publish'd above 200 years past, by Sir Ulrich Hutten, Kt. Of Almayn in Germany. Translated soon after into English, by a Canon of Marten-Abbye. Now again revised and recommended to the press, with a preface to the same, and a letter at the close, to Mr. James Fern, surgeon, concerning a very singular suppos'd Infection. / By Daniel Turner Of the College of Physicians in London.

London: : Printed for John Clarke at the Bible under the Royal Exchange., MDCCXXX. [1730]

Note: Translated from Latin into English by Thomas Paynell (name erroneously given on p. [4] as Tho. Poynel) and published in 1533 under title: De morbo Gallico.

Canon of Marten-Abbye = Thomas Paynell.

Preface dated: June the 24th, 1730.

Final leaf contains a table of contents.

Indexed In: ESTC, T32127

Proksch, v. 1, p. 11

Local Note: Item 1 of 13 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1730

Printer Etc.: Clarke, John, fl. 1728-1765.

Annotations: manuscript listing of contents of this volume pasted on to recto of front free endpaper.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.5.10".

Binding: 19th century brown buckram; title of volume gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088014
A letter from a physician in London to his friend in the country; giving an account of the Montpellier practice in curing the venereal disease. Wherein the certainty, ease, and safety of that method above any other yet discover'd; and the inefficacy, danger, and ill consequences of the common way by salivation, are fully Demonstrated.

London: Printed for J. Roberts near the Oxford-Arms in Warwick-Lane., M DCC XXX. [1730]

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.1.9 (item 31 of 31)


Indexed In: ESTC, T82768
Local Note: Item 31 of 31 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1730
Printer Etc.: Roberts, James, fl. 1700-1754.
Annotations: manuscript listing of volume contents at start of volume; manuscript note on title page: By R. Brown.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.3.5".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088291
Siphylis [sic].: A practical dissertation on the venereal disease, in two parts. With an alphabetical index prefix'd, of all the antient writers upon the same. To which, after the remarks upon Monsieur Chiconyeau's method by mercurial friction, is added, the author's discourse of gleets. With a prefatory account of Professor Boerhaave's new comments upon this disease; and some animadversions, as well on this, as another very singular performance on the same subject. / by Daniel Turner of the College of Physicians in London.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.12

Note: Engraved head and tail pieces and initials.

"Remarks upon Dr. Willoughby's translation of Monsieur Chiconyeau's method of cure ..." and "A discourse concerning gleets ..." have separate title pages, with imprint: London, printed in the year 1732. The "Method of Cure" referred to by Turner was an abridged translation of a dissertation by Roch-Antoine de Pelissery, presided over by Chiconyeau, and originally published in 1718 with the title "Quastio medica an ad curandam luem veneram frictiones mercuriales adhibendas sint ut saliva fluxus concitur."

Bibliography

"An alphabetical index of all the antient writers upon the venereal disease": p. [xvii-xxi].

Indexed In: ESTC n23204

Place & Date: London 1732

Printer Etc.: Walthoe, John, I, 1683-1744.

Wilkin, Richard fl.1693-1736.

Ward, Thomas, fl. 1723-1738.

Provenance: manuscript ownership signature at top of recto of front free end paper "(? Lepahne" William Hunter physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ah.5.11".

Binding: 18th century speckled calf; cover borders decorated in gilt; double gilt fillet at raised bands on spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3081426
Colloquia chirurgica: or, the art of surgery epitomiz'd and made easy, according to modern practice. By way of dialogue. ... The fourth edition, revised and corrected: to which is added, an appendix, containing a safe and easy method to cure the venereal disease.


Sp Coll Hunterian Z.7.3
& Sp Coll NK.4.21

Indexed In: ESTC, T120724
Russell, K.F. British anatomy (2nd ed.), 346
Wellcome cat. of printed books, Ill, p. 207
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. Bookplate in copy at Hunterian Z.7.3
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate in copy at NK.4.21.
Place & Date: London 1733
Hitch, Charles, fl. 1731-1764.
Annotations in NK.4.21 copy: several previous shelf marks on front pastedown: L.4.14; E.3.31; LVIII.10.30.
Provenance of NK.4.21 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark E.3.31.
Binding of Hunterian Z.7.3 copy: 18th century speckled brown sheepskin; blind tooled double fillet board frame; blind tooled Cambridge panel style concentric frames joined at corners with corner fleurons"; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; red sprinkled edges.
Binding of NK.4.21 copy: 18th century speckled brown sheepskin; blind tooled double fillet board frame; blind tooled Cambridge panel style concentric frames joined at corners with corner fleurons"; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; gilt fillets at raised bands on spine; possible former shelfmark(?) gilt in top compartment: 785; remains of red morocco label in second from top compartment; brown paper label with possible former shelfmark(?) in second from bottom compartment: 30; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088256
Memoire contenant une nouvelle methode de traiter la verole, / Par M. H. Haguenot conseiller du Roy, Professeur en l'Université de Medicine de Montpellier, de la Société Royal des Sciences.

A Montpellier, : Chez François Rochard, seul imprimeur du Roy., 1734.

Sp Coll NE.5.17

Note: With printers device.
Indexed In: Prosch, v. 3, p. 669
Local Note: Item 2 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Old library.
Place & Date: Montpellier 1734
Printer Etc.: Rochard, Augustin-François, fl. 1734-1775.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate; Dunn & Wilson: binders label on rear pastedown.
Binding: Scotland, 20th century: rebound for the University Library in April 1974 by Dunn & Wilson (according to a pencil note on rear pastedown); quarter binding brown sheepskin and buckram; red-sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1746764
De morbis venereis libri sex. : In quibus dissertatur tum de origine, propagatione & contagione horumce affectuum in genere : tum de singulorum naturâ, aetiologyâ & therapeiâ, cum brevi analysi & epicrisi operum plerorumque quae de eodem argumento scripta sunt. / Auctore Joanne Astruc Regi à Consiliis Medicis; Archiatro Augusti II. gloriosae memoriae, Poloniarum Regis, S.R.I. Electoris, & Ducis Saxoniae; Medico Ordinario Seren. Principis Ducis Aurelianensis; & in Regio Franciae Collegio Professore Medico.

Lutetiae Parisiorum, : Apud Guillelrum Cavelier, viâ Jacobaeâ, sub signo Lilii Aurei. [E Typis Viddae Paulus-du-Mesnil.],/ M.DCC.XXXVI. [1736]

Sp Coll BG57-b.9

Note: "Cum approbatione et privilegio Regis."
With a half title.
Printer statement from colophon.
"Index chronologicus auctorum ..." from 1495 to 1735: lib. v-vi.

Collection: Euing.
Provenance: University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. bookplate.
Riley Dunn & Wilson. Binder.
Place & Date: Paris 1736
Printer Etc.: Cavelier, Guillaume, fl. 1728-1748.
Paulus-Du-Mesnil, Gilles, Veuve de, fl. 1731-1736.
Copy specific: 18th/19th century student (?) manuscript nota marks in pencil throughout; 18th century manuscript note in pen on p. 86 relating a case of a "noble young lady" who "in a frolic had herself with a many breeches" and as a result became "afflicted with lues"; further notes in the same hand extracting keywords and commenting on text.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark R.1.8.
Binding: 20th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; noto at head of rear pastedown D&W April, 1965 62/3 [i.e. Riley Dunn & Wilson].

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075134

Amstelaedami, : Apud Janssonio-Waesbergios., M.DCC.XXXVI. [1736]

Sp Coll 1074

Note: Title in red and black; title vignette; head and tail pieces; initials.
At head of title: Gualterus Harris...
"Commentarius medicus de apthīs nostratibus seu Belgarum sprouw. Authore Vincentio Ketelaer ... Amstelaedami, Apud Janssonio-Waesbergios, MDCCXXXVI:" has special t.p. and separate paging.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 124
STCN, 238279561
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Amsterdam 1736
Printer Etc.: Janssonius van Waesberge, Maria, fl. 1707-1747.
Janssonius van Waesberge, Hendrik, fl. 1707-1748.
Provenance: possible unread ownership signature in pencil at head of half-title page.
Binding: 18th/19th century half binding speckled calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; title details in second from top compartment; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092979
A treatise of the venereal disease, : in six books; containing an account of the original, propagation, and contagion of this distemper in general. As also of the nature, cause, and cure of all venereal disorders in particular, whether local or universal. Together with an abridgment of the several discourses, which have been written upon this subject from the first appearance of the venereal disease in Europe to this time, with critical remarks upon them. / Written originally in Latin by John Astruc, Physician to his present Majesty the King of France, Augustus II. late King of Poland, and to his Highness the present Duke of Orleans. And now translated into English by William Barrowby, M.B.


Title page of volume II varies from Volume I in both punctuation and type used, e.g. punctuation - 'in six books:', 'in general:'; type - 'the original, propagation, and contagion' the nouns are printed in italic type not Roman as in Volume I.

Vol. 1 was printed by William Bowyer; his records show 1000 copies printed.

Book five titled "A chronological index of the authors who have written upon the venereal disease, from the first appearance of this distemper to the close of the sixteenth century, with a short analysis of the greatest part of most of their works,"

Book six titled "A chronological index of the authors who have written upon venereal diseases, from the beginning of the seventeenth century to the present time, with a short analysis of their works, for the greater part,"

Indexed In: Maslen & Lancaster. Bowyer ledgers, 2363
ESTC, T79214
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1737
Printer Etc.: Manby, Richard, fl. 1733-1769.
       Davis, Charles, fl. 1723-1755.
       Clarke, John, fl. 1728-1765.
       Innys, William, fl. 1702-1756.
       Bowyer, William, II, 1699-1777.
       Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Bd.9.32-33".
       Binding: 18th century brown speckled sheep with double gilt fillet board perimeter; gilt decoration at raised bands on spine; red morocco label at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076039
Siphylis. [sic] : A practical dissertation on the venereal disease, in two parts. With an alphabetical index prefixed, of all the antient writers upon the same. To which, after the remarks upon Monsieur Chiconyeau's method by mercurial friction, is added, the author's discourse of gleet's. With a prefatory account of Professor Boerhaave's new comments on this disease; and some animadversions, as well on this, as another very singular performance on the same subject. / by Daniel Turner of the College of Physicians in London.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.16

Note: Leaf after title page: A3.
"Remarks upon Dr. Willoughby's translation of Monsieur Chicoyneau's method of cure" (p. [381]-412) and "A discourse concerning gleet's, their cause and cure. With a prefatory account of Professor Boerhaave's new comments on the venereal disease; and some animadversions thereon: address'd to the surgeons in the city of London" (p. [413]-476) have each a separate title page.
The "Method" referred to by Turner was an abridged translation of a dissertation by Roch-Antoine de Pelissery, presided over by Chicoyneau, and originally published in 1718 with the title "Quastio medica an ad curandam luem veneram frictiones mercuriales adhibendae sint ut salivae fluxus concitur."

Bibliography: "An alphabetical index of all the antient writers upon the venereal disease": 8th-10th prelim. leaf.
Indexed In: ESTC, T152235
Proksch, v. 1, p. 28(2)
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1737
Annotations: possible manuscript ownership note at top of recto of front free endpaper obliterated by ink; unread manuscript note at head of recto of portrait plate (possible booksellers' note).
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "An.6.3".
Binding: 18th century speckled calf with double gilt fillet board perimeter; double gilt fillets at raised bands on spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082550
A dissertation on the venereal disease. Wherein a method of curing all the stages of that distemper will be communicated, and confirmed by several instances of success from the least to the greatest degree of infection: without the help of any mercurial drenches, vomits, or fumigations; without injections or astringents of any sort; without escharoticks, causticks, hot irons, &c. so solemnly recommended by many authors; and above all, that opprobrium chirurgorum, a salivation will in all cases be avoided. / By John Douglas, Surgeon, F.R.S.

London: Printed for and sold by the author, in Lad-Lane near Guild-Hall, MDCCXXXVII. [1737]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.2

Note
With a final advertisement leaf.
With head and tail pieces.

Bibliography:
Includes bibliographic references.

Indexed In:
ESTC, T34680

Local Note:
Item 1 of 3 bound together.

Collection:
Hunterian.

Provenance:
Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Printer Etc.:
Douglas, John, fl. 1737.

Place & Date:
London 1737

Annotations:
manuscript note in ink on title page: Part 1rst.

Provenance:
William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.9.20".

Binding: 18th century blue publishers boards.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082571
A dissertation on the venereal disease. : Wherein the opinions of the antient writers, about
the use of mercurial frictions, are examined; the objections against them, both antient and
modern, answered; and their safety, easiness, and surprising success, in all the stages of
this distemper, nay, even after repeated salivations have failed, farther confirmed, by a
great variety of cases. / By John Douglas, Surgeon, F.R.S.

London: : Printed for, and sold by the author, in Lad-Lane, near Guild-Hall., M.DCC.XXXVII. [1737]
Archibaldi Pitcarnii, medici celeberrimi Scoto-Britanni Opera omnia medica


Sp Coll Hunterian Ac.3.3
&Store HA08762

Note
Signatures: *-5*⁴ A-3E⁴ 3F³ a-f⁴
Title page in red and black.
Includes index.
"Epistola Archimedis ad regem Gelonem" and "Archibaldi Pitcarnii Poemata selecta" has separate half-title and paging.
Includes the author's essay Epistola Archimedis ad regem Gelonem and his Poemata selecta.

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Leiden 1737
Printer Etc.: Langerak, Johan Arnold, fl. 1710-1750.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ay.7.14".
Binding: 18th century quarter bound brown paper and blue publishers boards.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1776859
A dissertation on the venereal disease. Wherein the safety, and surprising good effects of our method (when managed with judgment) not only in all the stages of this distemper, but also in the gout, leprosy, scald heads, stiff joints, &c. &c. will be farther confirm’d by many rare and remarkable cases; the constant danger, and frequent bad consequences of strong mercurial purges, racking vomits, &c. will be yet more fully explain’d; and the too frequent practice of hurrying people into a salivation for trifles exposed, &c. in answer to the bitter invectives, false insinuations, and gross misrepresentations of our salutary process, &c. contain’d in a late virulent pamphlet sign’d by Dr. T-r, for self and company. / By John Douglas, Surgeon, F.R.S.

London: : Printed for the author, behind the Treasury in Downing-Street; and sold by Mrs. Mitchel, Stationer, in King’s-Street, West-Minster; and Mr. Corbett Bookseller, in Fleet-Street. Where the First or Second Part may be had., [1739]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.2

Note: Imprint date from dedication dated: April 30, 1739.
Price from imprint: price Three Shillings.
With head and tail pieces.
With an advertisement on p. [2]

Indexed In: ESTC, T34682
Local Note: Item 3 of 3 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1739
Printer Etc.: Mitchel, Mrs., fl. 1739
Corbett, Charles, fl. 1732-1752.
Binding: 18th century blue publishers boards.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082588
Nouveau traité des maladies venériennes. / Par M. de La Mettrie, docteur en médecine.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.17

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 33
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1739
Printer Etc.: Huart, Charles, fl. 1720-1768?
           Briasson, Antoine-Claude, fl. 1724-1775.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ar.10.7".
Binding: 18th century speckled calf; board edges are gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1776791

Scaphusii, : Typis & Impensis Joh. Adami Ziegleri., M DCC XXXIX [1739]

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.1.9 (Item 28 of 31)

Note: Head-piece and initials.  
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 682  
Local Note: Item 28 of 31 bound together.  
Collection: Hunterian.  
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.  
Place & Date: Schaffhausen 1739  
Printer Etc.: Ziegler, Johann Adam, fl. 1706-1742.  
Annotations: number 67 in red ink at top of title page  
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.3.5".  
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088460
De morbis venereis libri novem : in quibus disseritur tum de origine, propagatione & contagione horumce affectuum in genere: tum de singulorum naturâ, aetiologiâ & therapeiâ, cum brevi analysi & epicrisi operum plerorumque, quae de eodem argumento scripta sunt. / auctore Johanne Astruc, Regi à Consiliis Medicis; Archiatro August II. gloriosae memoriae, Poloniarum Regis, S. R. I. Electoris, & Ducis Saxoniae; Medico Ordinario Seren. Principis, Ducis Aureliansis; & in Regio Franciae Cellegio Professore Medico.

Lutetiae Parisiorum. : Apud Guillelmmum Cavelier, vià Jacobeâ, sub signo Lilii Auriel., M. DCC. XL. [1740]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.5.7-8

Note: In two volumes. Pagination continuous.
With half-title pages.
Title pages for both volumes in red and black.
Printer's device on title pages.
Decorative headpieces, tailpieces and initial letters.
First edition published in 1736.

Bibliography: Vol. 2 consists of: "Index chronologicus auctorum, qui de lue venerea, vel luis venereae remediis, scirperunt", from 1475 to 1740. Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Indexed In: Proksch, v.1, p. 30(5)

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: Paris 1740

Printer Etc. Cavelier, Guillaume, fl. -1751.

Annotations: some manuscript notes in an 18th century hand in the margins of volume 1 commenting on text; notes and "N.B." marks in another hand in pencil commenting on text also in volume 1.

Provenance: manuscript ownership signature on title page of both volumes "W. H. Bernard" William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Museum bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ad.7.12-13".

Binding: 18th century speckled calf; gilt decoration on board edges; elaborate gilt decoration on spines; evidence of missing labels at heads of spines; volume numbers in gilt on spines.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3079619
A collection of chirurgical tracts. I. Of wounds of the head and brain. II. New discoveries relating to the cure of cancers. III. Chirurgical remarks on several curious cases. IV. The history and antiquity of the venereal disease. V. A new method of curing consumptions by specific medicines. Written and collected by William Beckett, Surgeon and F. R. S.


Sp Coll Hunterian Z.7.21 & Sp Coll NK.8.9

Note: In three parts. Part 3 (Part VII in the contents list) has a separate titlepage: 'The natural secret history of both sexes: or, a modest defense of public stews... By Luke Ogle, Esq; the fourth edition'. It has separate pagination and register. With a final advertisement leaf. Includes "Some account of Mr. Beckett's life and writings"; "The case of Dr. Kiel by Mr. Rushworth"; "Three curious dissections by John Ranby"; "A new method of curing consumptions by specific medicines, by Thomas Nevett".

Indexed In: ESTC, T114928
Proksch, v. I, p. 200-201


Place & Date: London 1740
Annotations in NK.8.9 copy: some former shelfmarks on front pastedown: A.4.5; XLIV.12.24.
Provenance of Hunterian Z.7.21 copy: manuscript ownership inscription on front pastedown: Ex libris Gulielmi Rushton 1740; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ai.4.15".
Provenance of NK.8.9 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark A.4.5.

Binding of Hunterian Z.7.21 copy: 18th century brown calf skin; boards with double-gilt fillet border frame; gold-tooled spine; red morocco label with title details gilt in second from top compartment; decorative gilt roll board edges; red dyed edges.
Binding of NK.8.9 copy: 18th century brown speckled calf skin; boards with double-gilt fillet border frame; gold-tooled spine; former shelfmark(?): gilt in top compartment: 117; University College Medical Library stamp gilt in bottom compartment; decorative gilt roll board edges; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088043
The natural secret history of both sexes: or, a modest defense of public stews: With an account of the present state of whoring in these Kingdoms. / By Luke Ogle, Esq;.

London: [s.l.], Printed in the year M.DCC.XL. [1740]

Sp Coll Hunterian Z.7.21
& Sp Coll NK.8.9

Note
Variously attributed to George Ogle and Bernard de Mandeville, with three final pages of advertisements. Also issued as part of ‘A collection of chirurgical tracts. .. By William Beckett’.

Indexed In: ESTC, T114930
Proksch, v. 1, p. 200-201

Collection: Hunterian.
Old Library.

University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate and spine stamp in NK.8.9 copy.

Place & Date: London 1740

Annotations in NK.8.9 copy: some former shelfmarks on front pastedown: A.4.5; XLIV.12.24.
Provenance of Hunterian Z.7.21 copy: manuscript ownership inscription on front pastedown: Ex libris Gulielmi Rushton 1740; William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ai.4.15".
Provenance of NK.8.9 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark A.4.5.

Binding of Hunterian Z.7.21 copy: 18th century brown calf skin; boards with double-gilt fillet border frame; gold-tooled spine; red morocco label with title details gilt in second from top compartment; decorative gilt roll board edges; red dyed edges.

Binding of NK.8.9 copy: 18th century brown speckled calf skin; boards with double-gilt fillet border frame; gold-tooled spine; former shelfmark (?) gilt in top compartment: 117; University College Medical Library stamp gilt in bottom compartment; decorative gilt roll board edges; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088074
Tableau des maladies veneriennes, : considere' par raport aux differentes manieres de les traiter, avec une nouvelle methode de les guerir, exempte de salivation & de tout accident, le malade ne gardant point la chambre, & pouvant se traiter lui-meme. / Par Nicolas de Janson, maître chirurgien-juré à Paris, démonstrateur en chirugie & anatomie, de present à Rouen, rue S. Laurent.

Paris, : Hortemels, Quay des Augustins. ; Rouen, : Chez la veuve Behourt, rue S. Lo. Michel Behourt, sur le Quay. Le Brun fils, rue Ganterie., M. DCCXLV. [1745]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.16

Note: With errata on final page. Several fold-out plates in vol. 2. Two volumes bound in one. Volume two has separate title page and pagination.

Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1745
Printer Etc.: Behourt, Michel, fl. 1745.
Behourt, Louis, Veuve de, fl. 1745.
Hortemels.
Le Brun Fils.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Ai.8.2".

Binding: 18th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; double gilt fillets at raised bands on spine; Horn emblem of William Hunter in gilt at foot of spine; title details at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3079619
An easy and exact method of curing the venereal disease in all its different appearances...

London: : Printed for J. Robinson at the Golden-Lion in Ludgate-Street., MDCCXLVIII. [1748]

Engraved frontispiece signed: "G. Vander Guch. Delin. & Sculp."
"Explanation of the physical terms"--Pp. [302]-336.

Indexed In: ESTC, T136708
Place & Date: London 1748
Printer Etc.: Robinson, Jacob, 1735-1759.
Binding: 18th century speckled calf; gold-tooled spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3066672
Dissertatio medica inauguralis, de morbis venereis localibus: quam, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri, Gulielmi Wishart, S.T.D. Academiae Edinburgenae Praefecti; nec non, amplissimi senatus academici consensu, & nobilissimae facultatis medicae decreto; pro gradu doctoratus, summisque in medicina honoribus ac privilegiis, rite & legitimè consequendis. / Eruditorum examini subjicit Jacobus Lind Scoto-Britannus, A. & R.

Edinburgi: [s.n.], M. DCC. XLVIII. [1748]

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.1.9 (item 24 of 32)

Note: Ad V. nonas Maias, horâ locoque solitis.--t.p.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 337
ESTC, N55396
Local Note: Item 24 of 32 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1748
Annotations: with a manuscript listing of all 32 pamphlets bound together in this volume pasted on to front free endpaper; some circling of text on p. 9 only.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.3.5".
Binding: 18th/19th century brown buckram; volume title gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3087989
Dissertatio medica inauguralis, de salvationis ad luem veneream curandam inutilitate: quam annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri D. Gulielmi Wishart, S. T. D. Academiae Edinburgenae Praefecti; nec non amplissimi senatus academici consensu, at nobilissimae facultatis medicae decreto; pro gradu doctoris, summisque in medicina honoribus et privilegiis rite et legitime consequendis, eruditorum examini subjicit / Johannes Scott, Scotus. Ad diem 5 juli, hora locoque solitis.


Sp Coll BC5-b.12

Note With a half title page.
Indexed In: ESTC, N54472
Proksch, v. 3, p. 683
Local Note: Item 1 of 8 bound together.
Collection: Hamilton.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1750
Printer Etc.: Hamilton, Balfour & Neill.
Annotations: "Jed" (?) in pencil at head of rear pastedown.
Provenance: Hamilton Collection booklabel on front pastedown dated 1878.
Binding: 19th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; "Vol. III" in gilt on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1639812
A treatise on venereal maladies: in which are explained, the origin and communication of these diseases in general, and of their species in particular; with the specific remedies for their cure. Besides two other treatises; the one, on scrophulous and other ulcers; the other, on the quintessences drawn from the three kingdoms; with several dissertations on the matters of the composition of the remedies, and their preparation: and a preliminary discourse, wherein it is shewn, that the chemical are superior to the vulgar and Galenical remedies. / Translated from the French of M. Jourdan de Pellerin, Physician-Chemist to his Most Christian Majesty. To which is subjoined, a dissertation on hermaphrodites, by George Arnaud, Surgeon.

London: Printed for A. Millar, in the Strand, MDCCL. [1750]

Sp Coll NF.4.1

Includes bibliographical references.
Indexed In: ESTC, T72108
Proksch, v. 1, p. 34
Collection: Old Library.
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate.
Place & Date: London 1750
Printer Etc.: Millar, Andrew, fl. 1728-1768.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature at head of title page: Ro. Herriot; University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark J.1.2.
Binding: 18th/19th century brown calf skin; double gilt fillet board perimeter; blind tooled board edges; the number 1354 gilt in top compartment of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092355
An essay on the venereal gleet; in which the different species of this disorder are distinguished, and their causes assigned; together with the symptoms, and method of cure peculiar to each of them: to which are added suitable prescriptions adapted to the several intentions of cure. / by Samuel Chapman, Surgeon.

London: : Printed by A. M'Culloh, for W. Owen, at Homer's-Head, near Temple-Bar,, 1751.

Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 25
The plain English dispensatory: containing the natural history and medicinal virtues of the principal simples now in use. : Also all the compositions in the three dispensatories of London, Edinburgh, and Dr. Fuller; The history of the incorporation of the College of Physicians of London; of the principal chymists; of the venereal disease; of the circulation of the blood; and other important subjects. / By Robert Colborne, Apothecary, in Chippenham, Wilts.

London: : Printed by H. Kent, for the author, and sold by John Clarke, under the Royal Exchange, Cornhill., M DCC LIII. [1753]

Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 187

Note: With an index and a final errata leaf.
Printed in double columns.
Signatures: a-d⁴ e² B-3A⁴.

Indexed In: ESTC, N61591
Place & Date: London 1753
Printer Etc.: Kent, Henry, fl. 1732-1771.
Clarke, John, fl. 1728-1765.

Annotations: manuscript note in ink on rear pastedown: [unread] [unread] junius occulacu joauseu sevitus semteborus(?) [unread] [unread] 0-5-52, 05-7-0; some pencil calculations on rear pastedown; some other pencil notes (possibly booksellers' notations).

Binding: 18th/19th century brown calfskin; double gilt fillet at board frame; gold-tooled spine; board edges blind tooled with a decorative roll; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088791
An account of the English nightshades, and their effects. With the original case of Dr. Lambergen, as delivered in his inaugural thesis. Also practical observations on the use of corrosive sublimate, and sarsaparilla; on the different effects of mercury crude, and when prepared by chemistry. And some hints offered to the Faculty, on the cure of the lues venerea by the secretion of urine instead of salivation. / By William Bromfeild, Surgeon to her Royal Highness the Princess Dowager of Wales, and to Saint George’s and the Lock Hospitals.


Sp Coll Hunterian Em.3.1 (Item 9 of 10)

Note: Below imprint in square brackets: price Two Shillings.

Lacks half-title.

Indexed In: ESTC, T16290

Proksch, v. 3, p. 646

Local Note: Item 9 of 10 bound together.

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.

Place & Date: London 1757

Printer Etc.: Baldwin, Richard, fl. 1747-1758.

Woodfall, George, fl. 1742-1771.

Annotations: paper tag tipped in at start of volume: Means of cure; note in red ink on title page "18".

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.7.1".

Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088496
Dissertatio medica inauguralis, de gonorrhoea virulenta: quam, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri D. Joannis Gowdie, Academici Edinburgenae Praefecti; nec non amplissimi senatus academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis medicae decreto; pro gradu doctoratus, summisque in medicina honoribus et privilegiis rite et legitime consequendis, / eruditorum examini subjicit Tho. Michaelson, Anglo-Britannus.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.3.8 (Item 9 of 14)

Note: Ad diem 16 Junii, hora locoque solitis.--t.p.
Indexed In: ESTC, T183586
Local Note: Item 9 of 14 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1758
Printer Etc.: Hamilton, Balfour & Neill.
Annotations: in red ink at head of title page: 23.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; with former shelfmark "G.7.7".
Binding: 18th century flower patterned paper cover.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088555
Traité des tumeurs et des ulcers, : où l'on a tâché de joindre à une théorie solide, la pratique la plus sûre & la mieux éprouvée: avec deux lettres, I. Sur la composition de quelques remèdes, dont on vante l'utilité, & dont on cache la préparation. II. Sur la nature & le succès des nouveaux remèdes, qu'on propose pour la guérison des maladies vénériennes.

A Paris, : Chex P. Guillaume Cavelier, Libraire, Rue S. Jacques, au Lys d'Or., M. Dcc. LIX [1759]

Note: Published anonymously. Both volumes have a half-title page. With v. 2 is bound Recueil de plusieurs pieces concernant le Traité des tumeurs (115 p.). Paris, 1759

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 370
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris, 1759
Printer Etc.: Cavelier, Pierre-Guillaume, fl. 1739-1785.

Binding: 18th century mottled brown calfskin; gold-tooled spine; with William Hunter's personal binding tool of a hunting horn suspended on cords in bottom compartment; author and title details in the second from top compartments; black morocco label with volume number in the third from top compartment; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; yellow dyed and red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3086094
Remarques et observations pratiques sur les maladies vénériennes, : avec une seconde édition des maladies de l'uretre, & la composition de bougies spécifiques pour guérir les embarras de ce conduit, & autres formules nouvelles & très-utilès pour le traitement des maladies vénériennes. / Par Mr. Goulard.

A Pezenas, : de l'imprimerie de Joseph Fuzier, libraire & imprimeur de Mgr. l'évêque d'Agde. Et se vend a Montpellier, : chez la veuve Gontier & Faure, libraires., M. DCC. LX. [1760]

Sp Coll NE.10.15

Note: With errata p. 381-382.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 36
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Montpellier 1766
    Pézenas 1766
    Gontier, Veuve, fl. 1760-1766.
    Faure, Veuve, fl. 1760-1766.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XL.13.8.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown and marbled paper.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1747289
Maximiliani Locher, medici viennensis in nosocomio ad S. Marcum et in orphanotrophio physici, observationes practicae circa luem venereum, epilepsiam et maniam, tria morborum genera in praedicto nosocomio prae aliis maxime obvia. His accedunt casus varii, qui ulteriorem cicutae usum internum et externum in morbis curatu difficillimis confirmant.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.1.4 (Item 2 of 13)

Note: With head and tail pieces, printers device and woodcut initials.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 132
Local Note: Item 2 of 13 bound together
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Vienna 1762
Printer Etc.: Trattner, Johann Thomas, I, fl. 1748-1798.
Annotations: manuscript listing of contents of this volume pasted on to recto of front free endpaper.
University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.5.10".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume title details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3087928
Methode de M. Keyser, pour l'administration de ses dragées dans le traitement des maladies vénériennes.

[S.l.] : [s.n.], M. DCC. LXII. [1762]

Sp Coll Hunterian RB 2676

Note: From final page: M. Keyser ... demeure rue S. Louis ... à Paris.
Author is Jean Keyser and place of publication is Paris c.f. Proksch
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 470
Local Note: Item 9 of 13 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Paris 1762
Annotations: manuscript contents list at front of volume; note at head of front free endpaper: Signet Library.
Provenance: Signet Library bookplate on front pastedown.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093107
Boerhaave's academical lectures on the lues venerea. : In which are accurately described, the history, origin, progress, causes, symptoms, and cure of that disease. / Translated from the Latin, with notes, by Jonathan Wathen, surgeon.


Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.15

Note: With errata on p. [1]
Indexed In: ESTC, N15410
Proksch, v. 1, p. 35
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1763
Printer Etc.: Rivington, Johh, I, 1724-1802.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Aq.5.14".
Binding: 18th century speckled calf; double gilt fillet at cover borders; board edges decorated in gilt; blind tooled decorated concentric panel design on covers; gilt decoration on spine; red morocco label at head of spine with title details in gilt; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078219
Stranguria, quae venerea dicitur, mercurii aliquando esse potest effectus. / Observationes id probantes editae ab Antonio Agustini M.D.

Venetiis : Typis Antonii Zatta., MDCCLXIII. [1763]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.7

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 751
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Venice 1769
Printer Etc.: Zatta, Antonio, fl. 1757-1797.
Annotations: the word "Boards" is is written in William Hunters hand on a slip of paper tipped in between pages 2 and 3.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "W.8.15".
Binding: 18th century blue publisher boards with untrimmed text block.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3082785
Dissertation sur l'origine de la maladie vénérienne, : dans laquelle on prouve qu'elle n'a point été apportée de l'Amérique, & qu'elle a commencé en Europe, par une Épidémie. / Par M. S** [i.e. Antonio Nunes Ribeiro Sanches], D.M.

Paris, : Chez P. Fr. Didot le jeune, Quai des Augustins, à S. Augustin., M. DCC. LXV. [1765]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.21

Note: With a half-title page.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 201(1)
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1765
Printer Etc.: Didot, Pierre François, fl. 1763-1795.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "An.10.8".
Binding: 18th century speckled calf with marbled endpapers; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt; author and title details on red morocco label at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3083862
Practical observations, : concerning the cure of the venereal disease by mercurials. To which is added, a letter to Peter Collinson, Esq; F.R.S. Containing an account of an ear of dog's grass, that was swallowed by a child, and afterwards discharged on its back. / By Jonathan Wathen, surgeon.

London: : Printed for J. Rivington, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and C. Henderson, under the Royal Exchange., MDCCCLXV. [1765]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.1.4 (Item 3 of 13)

Note: Price from imprint: price One Shilling and Sixpence.
Indexed In: ESTC, T174191
              Proksch, v. 3, p. 605
Local Note: Item 3 of 13 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1765
Printer Etc.: Rivington, John, I, 1742-1792.
              Henderson, Christopher, fl. 1756-1765.
Annotations: manuscript listing of contents of this volume pasted on to recto of front free endpaper; manuscript errata note on verso of title page: p. 48 lin 17 for commended read commanded; on p. xi the word 'late' in relation to Jean Astruc (1684-1766) has been underlined and a note written in the margin: still alive.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.5.10".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; title of volume gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088500
Traité des maladies vénériennes, : dans lequel, après avoir combattu d’anciens préjugés sur la conduite de ces maux, on expose une nouvelle méthode de les traiter, moins incommode & plus sûre que toutes les précédentes. / par M. Jauberthou, chirurgien à Paris.

Paris, : Chez d'Houry, imprimeur-libraire de Mgr le Duc d'Orleans, rue de la Vielle-Bouclerie, au Saint Esprit & au Soleil d'Or., M. D CC. LXVI. [1766]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.20

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 36
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Paris 1766
Printer Etc.: Houry, Laurent-Charles d' fl. 1741-1786.
Binding: 18th/19th century speckled calf; single gilt fillet at board edges, spine decorated in gilt; marbled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3083857
A complete treatise on the virulent gonorrhoea, both in men and women. Wherein is shewn the different manner of treating it, the insufficiency of most of the methods now in use; the danger there is in neglecting this disease; and the means of distinguishing the gonorrhoea from the flour albus in women. / Translated from the French of Jaques Daran, surgeon in ordinary to His Most Christian Majesty, and member of the Royal Academy of Surgery.

London: Printed for P. Vaillant, opposite Southampton-Street in the Strand., M.DCC.LXVI. [1766]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.7.24 & Sp Coll NH.6.24

Note: With errata and binding instructions on final leaf.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 5
ESTC, N66031

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. Bookplate in Hunterian Ab.7.24 copy
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate in NH.6.24 copy.

Place & Date: London 1766

Printer Etc.: Vaillant, Paul, II, fl.1738-1802.


Binding of Hunterian Ab.7.24 copy: 18th/19th century acid mottled green and brown calf; board edges gilt with a decorative roll; spine decorated in gilt; red morocco label at head of spine with title details; red sprinkled edges.

Annotations in NH.6.24 copy: pencil note at head of recto of front free endpaper: library 9th February 1814; some pencil annotations in the margins highlighting paragraphs; some other notes (possibly booksellers' notations). Provenance of NH.6.24 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XIX.5.9. Binding of NH.6.24 copy: 18th/19th century brown mottled calf; spine decorated in gilt; red morocco label at head of spine with title details; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1776796
Medical and chirurgical observations on inflammations of the eyes. : On the venereal disease. On ulcers, and gunshot wounds. / By Francis Geach, Surgeon at Plymouth.

London: : Printed for B. Law in Ave-Mary-Lane, and R. Heydon at Plymouth., MDCCLXVI. [1766]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.2.12 (Item 3 of 6)

Indexed In: ESTC, T112566
Proksch, v. 1, p. 132

Local Note: Item 3 of 6 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1766
Printer Etc.: Law, Bedwell, fl. 1745-1798.
Heydon, R, fl. 1766
Annotations: in red ink at head of title page: 25.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.7.9".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088534
Iosephi Iacobi Plenck chirurgiae atque artis obstetriciae magistri methodus nova et facilis argentum vivum aegris venerea labe infectis exhibendi. : Accedit hypothesis nova de actione metalli huius in vias salivales.

Vindobonae, : Impensis heredis Friderici Bernhardi,, MDCCLXVI [1766].

Sp Coll Hunterian Em.3.1 (Item 2 of 10)

Note: With head- and tail-pieces.
Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references.
Indexed In: Hirsch, IV, pp. 631-32
Proksch, v. 3, p. 635
Summary: Book deals with the uses of mercury in the treatment of venereal diseases.
Plenk (1738-1807), a member of the Viennese School, was, from time to time, a professor of chemistry, botany, surgery, anatomy, and obstetrics at the Joseph Academy at Vienna. He was considered to be the founder of systematic dermatology.
Local Note: Item 2 of 10 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: Vienna 1766
Printer Etc.: Bernhardi, Friedrichs, Erben, fl. 1766-1767.
Annotations: paper tag tipped in at start of volume: Means of cure.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.7.1".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078219
Oeuvres de chirurgie / de Mr. Goulard.

A Pézenas, & se vend a Montpellier, : chez la veuve Gontier, & Faure, libraires., M. DCC. LXVI. [1766]

Store HA12565-12566

Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references.

Contents: (from t. p.) t. 1. Contenant son Traité sur les effets des préparations de plomb, & principalement de l'extrait de saturne, employé sous différentes formes, & pour différentes maladies chirurgicales -- t. 2. Contenant ses Remarques & observations pratiques sur les maladies vénériennes, avec une seconde edition des Maladies de l'uretre, & la composition des bougies spécifiques pour guérir les embarras de ce conduit, & autres formules nouvelles & très utiles pour le traitement des maladies vénériennes.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 36
Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Cound, H. Signature.
Place & Date: Montpellier 1766
Printer Etc.: Gontier & Faure (Veuve)
Provenance: possible manuscript ownership signature in pencil at head of title page: H Cound(?).
Binding: 18/19th century half binding calfskin and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; title details gilt on red morocco labels in second from top compartments; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b2277733
Joseph Jacob Plenks, Meisters der Wundarzney und Geburtshülfe neue und leichte art den mit der lustseuche angesteckten kranken das quecksilber zu geben. : Nebst einem versuche die wirkung dieses metalles in die speichelwege zu erklären. Aus dem Lateinischen überse[tz]t von J.HD.G.

Wien, : auf Kosten des Erben Friedrichs Bernhardi., 1767.

Sp Coll Ferguson Ap-y.101

Note: "Hic est, aut nusquam quod quaerimus - Horat." on title page.
Indexed In: Proksch, v.3, p. 636(2)
Local Note Item 2 of 3 bound together.
Collection Ferguson.
Place & Date: Vienna 1767
Annotations: note on from pastedown in pencil "Buy"; unread note on verso of front free endpaper in ink.
Binding: 19th/20th century speckled calf; double blind tooled fillet border on covers; title details on paper lable at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078219
Dissertation sur une méthode nouvelle de traiter les maladies vénériennes par des lavemens: : on y a joint une instruction destinée à guider ceux qui administreront ce remède, & plusieurs observations qui y sont relatives. / par M. Royer, ancien Chirugeon Aide-Major des Armées du Roi.

A Paris, : Chez l'auteur, rue nueve S. Eustache, à l'Hotel de Carignan. Chez Antoine Boudet, Imprimeur du oi, rue S. Jacques, à la Bible d'Or., M. D. CC. LXVII. avec approbation, privilege du Roi. [1767]

Sp Coll Ferguson Af-b.30

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078219
A review of the venereal disease, : and its remedies.
By William Fordyce, surgeon..

London, : Printed by T. Spilsbury, for T. Cadell (successor to Mr. Millar),
in the Strand, and J. Payne in Pater-Noster Row., MDCCLXVII [1767]

Indexed In: ESTC, T20974
Place & Date: London 1767

Printer Etc.: Spilsbury, T, fl. 1764-1768.
            Cadell, Thomas, fl.1767-1793.
            Payne, J. fl.1751-1769

Copy specific: Binding: 20th century quarter binding, brown calf
               and marbled paper.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3068263
A new and easy method of giving mercury, to those affected with the venereal disease. To which is annexed a new theory of the action of this metal on the salivary glands. Translated from the Latin of Joseph James Plenck, Professor of Surgery and Midwifery, at Vienna. To which is prefixed, a table, exhibiting, at one view, all the preparations of mercury, reduced under proper heads. With an appendix of remarks on Mr. Plenck; together with some experiments and observations which ascertain with more accuracy a steady and uniform method of giving his medicine; and a short and easy method of preparing the mercurius calcinatus. / By William Saunders, M.D.

London: : Printed for E. and C. Dilly, in the Poultry, M DCC LXVIII [1768]

Sp Coll RB 2676 (item 10 of 13)

Note: Signatures: A-G¹².
With two final advertisement leaves.
Translation of: Methodus nova et facilis argentum vivum aegris venerea labe infectis exhibendi.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 635
ESTC, T26907

Local Note: Item 10 of 13 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.

Place & Date: London 1768
Annotations: manuscript contents list at front of volume; note at head of front free endpaper: Signet Library.

Provenance: Signet Library bookplate on front pastedown.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093109
A treatise on the venereal disease; : being chiefly designed as a translation and abridgment of the practical part of Dr. Astruc's work. To which are added, the improvements with regard to the use of the sasaparilla, mezereon, and sublimate; as also an account of Mr. Plenk's method of cure. / By Samuel Chapman, M. D. Of the Royal College of Physicians, London.

London: : Printed for W. Owen, between the Temple Gates, Fleet Street., MDCCLXX. [1770]

Note:                     Advertisement for mineral waters after preface.
Final leaf of errata.
With an index.
English translation first published in 1737.

Indexed In: ESTC T132642
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate and spine stamp in copy at NF.5.18.
Place & Date: London 1770
Printer Etc.: Owen, William, fl.1748-1798.

Provenance of copy at Hunterian Ab.6.21: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Bc.9.25".

Binding of copy at Hunterian Ab.6.21: 18th century speckled calf; gilt decoration on spine; red morocco label at head of spine; comb marbled endpapers; yellow dyed edges.

Copy at NF.5.18 has several former shelfmarks (?) scored through on front pastedown and bookplate; manuscript note on recto of front free endpaper "December 23 Wednesday"; manuscript note on title page "No 420".

Provenance of copy at NF.5.18: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark "B.4.8".
Binding of copy at NF.5.18: 18th century calf; gilt decoration at raised bands on spine; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt stamp at foot of spine; previous gilt shelfmark (?) at head of spine "304"; red morocco label at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075128
An essay on the cure of the fresh contracted venereal disease, without the use of internal medicines. To which is added, a description of a new invented elastic portable machine necessary in this method of cure. / By William Rowley, Surgeon.

London: Printed for F. Newbery, No. 20, the corner of St. Paul's Church Yard., 1771.

Note
Price from imprint: Price One Shilling.
With a final page of advertisements.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 44
Place & Date: London 1771
Printer Etc.: Newberry, Francis, fl. 1756-1780.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature on title page: John Hunter 1779.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1691549
A treatise on the venereal disease. : In three parts. I. An anatomical and physiological description of the genital parts of both sexes. II. An aetiological enquiry into the various stages of the venereal disease. III. A true and rational method of cure.

London: : Printed for the author, and sold by B. Law, in Ave Maria Lane., MDCCLXXII. [1772]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.22
& Sp Coll 84.d.10

Note: Errata on [A8v]
Plates engraved by Walker after N.D. Faick, marked in the plate.

Indexed In: ESTC, T60470
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. copy at Hunterian Ab.6.22.
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate. copy at 84.d.10.

Place & Date: London 1772
Printer Etc.: Law, Bedwell, fl. 1745-1798.


Binding of Hunterian Ab.6.22: 18th century speckled calf; gilt decoration on spine; red morocco label at head of spine.

Provenance of copy at 84.d.10: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark D.4.17; unread codes on front endpaper.

Binding of copy at 84.d.10: 18th century speckle sheep with double gilt fillet board perimeter; number 591 in gilt at head of spine; red morocco label at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074824
Observations on the operation and use of mercury in the venereal disease. / By Andrew Duncan, M.D. Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.


Y4-m.16

Note: Lacks half-title. Item is incomplete, lacking p. 65-175.

Indexed In: ESTC, T26908 Proksch, v. 3, p. 607

Local Note: Item 3 of 3 bound together.

Collection: Old Library.


Place & Date: Edinburgh 1772


Annotations: some pencil notes on verso of title page including possible previous shelfmark (?): XIX.5.37.

Provenance: Glasgow College Medical Library stamp at foot of spine.

Binding: 18th/19th century half binding green sheepskin and marbled paper; author details gilt in second from top compartment of spine; Glasgow College Medical Library stamp glit at foot of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091259
The effects of injection into the urethra, : and the use and abuse of those remedies in the cure and prevention of the virulent gonorrhoea, briefly considered. With occasional remarks on the nature of that disorder, in answer to some modern doctrines. / By Thomas Bayford, surgeon.

London: : Printed for J. Whiston, in Fleet Street., MDCCLXXIII [1773]

Sp Coll 85.d.3

Indexed In: ESTC, N3460
Provenance: University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Stamp at foot of spine.
Place & Date: London 1773
Printer Etc.: Whiston, John, fl. 1734-1780.
Annotations: Incomplete (?) manuscript ownership (?) signature on title-page "Kone-" Glasgow College Medical Library (?) previous manuscript shelfmarks on front pastedown "L.3.6" and "11.b.13" manuscript listing of items bound together in volume on recto of front free end paper; manuscript note in pencil at top of recto of front free end paper "sal (?) 34".
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, stamp at foot of spine: former shelfmark (?) L.3.6.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown sheep and marbled paper; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt stamp at foot of spine; former shelfmark (?) in gilt on spine " 12".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b30761827

A Paris, : Chez Monory, libraire de S. A. S. Mgr le prince de Condé, rue de la Comédie française., M. DCC. LXXV. [1775]

Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 190

Note: Dedicatory epistle addressed by the author to Mr. Lieutaud, State Councillor.

Bibliography: With an index.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 607


Place & Date: Paris 1775

Printer Etc.: Monory, François-Hubert, fl. 1770-1805.

Provenance: bookplate of Dr. Gallus Ritter von Hochberger (1803-1901) on front pastedown.

Binding: 19th century mottled calf skin with marbled endpapers; gold-tooled spine; author and title details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartment; red dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3089449
A new essay on the venereal disease: : Or, every person afflicted with that disorder their own physician. With an anatomical description of all the parts that serve for generation, both in male, and female...

[London] : Printed for the author; and sold by F. Newbery, the corner of Ludgate Street; and Mr. Pearce, No. 20, in Piccadilly, London., [1775?]

Note: Pp. 65-71 misnumbered 64-70. Printed between 1772 and 1780 on internal evidence -- cf. ESTC.

Indexed In: ESTC, T28443

Place & Date: London 1775?

Printer Etc. Newberry, Francis, fl. 1756-1780. Pearce, Mr., fl. 1775?

Binding: 20th century quarter binding, brown calf and marbled paper. With faint unread pencil annotations on final leaf [I4r].

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3067024x
A modest and critical enquiry into the various modes of preventing the venereal disease, hitherto known and practised; : The precariousness and mischievous qualities of them proved. - The different manners in which the infection is communicated, fully stated. - And a new, safe and infallible discovery communicated for guarding against this dreadful malady.

London: : Printed for J. Williams, No. 39, Fleet-Street., [177-?].

Sp Coll Robertson Bf66-e.18 (Item 9 of 10)

Note: Maxted states that John Williams resided at 39, Fleet Street, between 1773 and 1778 but was trading as John Williams and Co. rather than J. Williams from 1773-1774. -- cf. Maxted, The London Book Trades 1775-1800.
Note on page p[i]: The medicine, recommended in this pamphlet, is to be had under the title of The Paphian Preventative, in pots, sealed up with directions, at three shillings each, of Mr. J. Williams, Bookseller, No. 39, Fleet-Street, next door to the Mitre Tavern.
The Paphian Preventative is described on p. iv as: a liniment which, being applied to the glans penis and prepuce, will infallibly answer the desired end.

Indexed In: ESTC, T170039
Local Note: Item 9 of 10 bound together; copy incomplete, lacks leaf [D4], pp. 25-26.
Collection: Alexander Robertson.
Place & Date: London 1775-1778
Binding: 18th/19th century half binding brown calf skin and marbled paper; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b2726401
Dissertatio medica, inauguralis, de gonorrhoea virulenta. : quam, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson, S.S.T.P. ... Samuel Graham,...

Edinburgi: : Apud Balfour et Smellie, Academiae Typographos., M,DCC,LXXVI. [1776]

Sp Coll 82.b.15
& Sp Coll 82.b.24

Inscription on copy at 82.b.15

Thesis Thesis (M.D.) -- University of Edinburgh, 1776.
Indexed In: ESTC, T34616
Local Note: Copy at 82.b.15 is item 11 of 13 bound together; copy at 82.b.24 is item 15 of 17 bound together.
Provenance: Wood, James, manuscript dedication to Mr. Woods [James?] in copy at 82.b.15. Graham, Samuel, -1832. manuscript dedication in copy at 82.b.15.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1776
Printer Etc.: Balfour and Smellie
Binding of copy at 82.b.15: Scotland 20th century brown buckram; blue sprinkled edges.
Provenance in copy at 82.b.15: manuscript dedication on [4] "Mr. Wood [James?], from his friend and fellow candidate. The author."
Binding of copy at 82.b.24: Scotland 20th century quarter binding; brown calf and buckram; pencil note on head of rear pastedown "D.W 11/6/74 3.06".
Copy at 82.b.24: manuscript list of 16 names in early 19th century hand on front fly-leaf.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3068296
A new treatise on the venereal disease, gleets, seminal weaknesses, the dreadful effects of self-pollution, and the cause of impotency; directing methods of cure, established by repeated experience. / By J. H. Smyth, M. D. and Man-Midwife.

London: Printed for the Author., 1777.

Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.1.4 (Item 4 of 13)

Note: Below imprint in square brackets: price 1s. 6d.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 37
Local Note: Item 4 of 13 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1777
Printer Etc.: Smyth, J, fl. 1771-1798.
Annotations: manuscript listing of contents of this volume pasted on to recto of front free endpaper.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "G.5.10".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; title of volume gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1782085
An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers; with observations on some improvements in surgery. Also a new method of introducing mercury into the circulation, for the cure of the lues venerea: with the remarks of Dr. Hunter and Mr. Cruikshank, professors of anatomy, in support of this practice. / by P. Clare, surgeon.

London: : Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand., MDCCLXXIX [1779]

Sp Coll Hunterian Cb.2.5
& Sp Coll Hunterian Z.6.14

Note: Second edition, with additions, also published in London, 1779.
Dr. Hunter's Remarks on the new method of introducing mercury into the circulation (p. 79-88).
Mr. Cruikshank's Remarks on the new method of introducing mercury into the circulation (p. 89-154).

Indexed In: ESTC, T160585
Proksch, v. 3, p. 642

Collection: Hunterian.

Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1779
Printer Etc.: Cadell, Thomas, I, fl. 1742-1793.

Annotations Cb.2.5 copy: number 7 in ink at top of recto of front free endpaper.

Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmarks "V.4.22(Cb.2.5)" and "B.10.22(Z.6.14)".

Binding of Cb.2.5 copy: England 18th century marbled stiff paper publishers wrapper.
Binding of Z.6.14 copy: 18th century half binding brown calf skin and marbled paper; spine decorated in gilt; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3085662
An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers; : also a new method of curing the lues venerea. To which are added, Dr. Hunter's opinion, and Mr. Cruikshank's remarks on this method, and on the absorption in human bodies; with some experiments on insensible perspiration. / By Peter Clare, Surgeon

London: : Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand., MDCCLXXIX [1779]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ch.2.13

Note: William Cruickshank's Remarks on the absorption of calomel from the internal surface of the mouth has a separate title page and pagination. First edition published in the same year. Engraved plate in the red crayon manner. Errata to Cruikshank's absorption of calomel: p. [246].

Signatures: A⁴-Tt⁴, Uu² (with leaf Uu2 blank)
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 642
ESTC, T45805
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783. copy at Hunterian Ch.2.13. Carrs, John, fl. 1809-1849. Label. copy at Hunterian Ch.2.13.
Place & Date London 1779
Printer Etc. Cadell, Thomas, fl.1767-1793.
Binding: Hunterian Library bookplate and binding; booklabel "Bound by Carss, Glasgow" at head of pastedown.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "Bc.4.8".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074886
An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers; : also a new method of curing the lues venerea. To which are added, Dr. Hunter's opinion, and Mr. Cruikshank's remarks on this method, and on the absorption in human bodies; with some experiments on insensible perspiration. / By Peter Clare, Surgeon

London: : Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand., MDCCLXXIX [1779]

Sp Coll Bi1-g.12

Note: William Cruickshank's Remarks on the absorption of calomel from the internal surface of the mouth has a separate title page and pagination. First edition published in the same year. Engraved plate in the red crayon manner. Errata to Cruikshank's absorption of calomel: p. [246].

Signatures: A⁴-Tt⁴, Uu² (with leaf Uu2 blank)
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 642
ESTC, T45805

Copy at Bi1-g.12 has manuscript note on verso of rear free endpaper "got out (?) January 10".

Provenance of Bi1-g.12: University of Glasgow: shelfmark "AD.6.8" on University Library bookplate matching entry in A. Arthur, 'Catalogus impressorum librorum in Bibliotheca Universitatis Glasguensis', (Glasguae: 1791).

Binding of Bi1-g.12: 18th century speckled calf; red sprinkled edges; decorated in gilt at raised bands; red morocco lable at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074886
An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers; : also a new method of curing the lues venerea. To which are added, Dr. Hunter's opinion, and Mr. Cruikshank's remarks on this method, and on the absorption in human bodies; with some experiments on insensible perspiration. / By Peter Clare, Surgeon

London: : Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand., MDCCLXXIX [1779]

Sp Coll NG.9.4

Note: William Cruickshank's Remarks on the absorption of calomel from the internal surface of the mouth has a separate title page and pagination. First edition published in the same year. Engraved plate in the red crayon manner. Errata to Cruikshank's absorption of calomel: p. [246].

Signatures: A⁴-Tt⁴, Uu² (with leaf Uu2 blank)
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 642
ESTC, T45805

Copy at NG.9.4 has former shelfmark E.3.27 on front pastedown and verso of front free endpaper; manuscript note on title page "No.447" (?).

Provenance of NG.9.4: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark E.3.27. Binding of NG.9.4: 18th century blue publishers boards; text block untrimmed.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074886
Observations on the theory and cure of the venereal disease. / By John Andree, member of the Corporation of Surgeons of London, and surgeon to the Magdalen Hospital.


Sp Coll NF.4.4

Indexed In: ESTC, T127354
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1779
Printer Etc.: Davies, William, fl. 1764-1820.
Annotations: possible former shelfmark on title page: Au72; numerous pencil crosses throughout used to highlight paragraphs.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark a.2.10.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; possible former shelfmark gilt in top compartment: 33; author and title details in second from top compartment; Glasgow Medical College Library gilt in bottom two compartments; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091975
A new and easy method of curing the lues venerea, by the introduction of mercury into the system through the orifices of the absorbent vessels on the inside of the mouth. : With the remarks of Dr. Hunter and Mr. Cruikshank in favour of this practice. Also an essay on abscesses, and other observations in surgery. / by Peter Clare, Surgeon.

London: : Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand., MDCCLXXX. [1780]

Sp Coll Hunterian Ab.6.1

Note: Originally published in 1779 under the title: An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers.

Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 643(1)

Provenance Clare, Peter, 1738-1786. Manuscript dedication.
Hunter, William, 1718-1783. Bookplate.
Carrs, John, fl. 1809-1849. Binders label.

Place & Date: London 1780

Printer Etc.: Cadell, Thomas, fl. 1767-1793.

Provenance: manuscript dedication on recto of front fly leaf "from the author" William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist: source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "BC.8.16".

Binding: Hunterian Library bookplate and binding; blue and red sprinkled edges; book label "Bound by Carss, Glasgow" at head of front pastedown.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076877
Observations on the cure of the gonorrhoea. : By Samuel Foart Simmons, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians, London; and F.R.S..

London, : Sold by J. Murray, Fleet-Street; Fielding and Walker, Paternoster Row; and J. Fisk, Edwards-Street, Portman-Square., MDCCLXXX. [1780]

Indexed In: ESTC, T55028
Place & Date: London 1780
Printer Etc.: Murray, John, fl. 1768-1793.
Fisk, J, fl. 1780.
Fielding and Walker.

Binding: 20th century quarter binding, brown calf and marbled paper.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3067414
An essay on the theory and cure of the venereal gonorrhoea, and its consequent diseases. / By John Andree, surgeon to the Magdalen Hospital, and the Finsbury Dispensary, and late teacher of anatomy.

London: Printed for L. Davis, in Holborn; T. Caslon, in Stationers' Court; G. Kearsley, and J. Murray, in Fleet-Street; J. Ridley, in St. James's Street; R. Faulder, in Bond-Street; J. Sewell, in Cornhill; W. Davis, on Ludgate-Hill; and W. Clarke, in Portugal-Street., M, DCC, LXXXI. [1781]

Sp Coll Bi8-f.12

Indexed In: ESTC, T55029
Place & Date: London 1781
Printer Etc.: Caslon, Thomas, fl. 1750-1783.
               Davis, Lockyer, fl. 1753-1791.
               Kearsley, George, I fl. 1758-1790.
               Murray, James, fl. 1778-1784.
               Ridley, John, fl. 1765-1782.
               Sewell, John, fl. 1774-1802.
               Davis, William, fl. 1779-1781.
               Faulder, Robert, fl.1780-1811.
               Clarke, William fl. 1774-1830.

Binding: 20th century quarter binding, brown calf and marbled paper.
          With blank page (l5r) between p84 and p85.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3068276
Réflexions sur la section la symphyse des os pubis, : suivies d'observations sur l'emploi de l'alkali volatil dans le traitement des maladies vénériennes. / Par M. Desgranges, gradué, membre du Collège Royal de Lyon.

[Lyon] : [s.n.], M. DCC. LXXXI. [1781]

Sp Coll Hunterian Add. 244

Note: Place of publication from Quérard.
Signatures: A-C⁸ D⁴ E².
Woodcut title vignette and head-piece.
Indexed In: Quérard, II, p. 513
Place & Date: Lyon 1781
Annotations: unread notation in red pencil on recto of rear free endpaper (possible booksellers' or binders' notation).
Binding: 20th century French mottled brown morocco; blind tooled single fillet board frame; red morocco label gilt with title and author details in second from top compartment; publication date gilt in bottom compartment; bound by Douron Relieur, Grenoble (binder's label on front pastedown).

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088794
Miscellaneous remarks on Mr. Clare's new method of applying mercury, in the ways of prevention and cure; : with letters from several gentlemen of the faculty, recommending this practice, and assigning their reasons for preferring this to any other mode of administration.


Sp Coll Hunterian Em.3.1 (Item 7 of 10)

Note
Edited by Peter Clare.
With a final errata leaf.

Indexed In: ESTC, T12648
Local Note: Item 7 of 10 bound together.
Collection: Hunterian.
Provenance: Hunter, William, 1718-1783.
Place & Date: London 1782
Printer Etc.: Clare, Peter, 1738-1786.
Annotations: in red ink at head of title page: 13x; and at foot of title page in pencil: 12/20.
Provenance: William Hunter (1718-1783), physician and anatomist; source unknown. University of Glasgow: Hunterian bequest 1807; Hunterian Library bookplate on front pastedown, with former shelfmark "H.7.1".
Binding: 19th century brown buckram; volume details gilt at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088526
Dissertatio medica inauguralis, de lue venerea. Quam, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate Reverendi admodum Viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson, S.S.T.P. Academiae Edinburgenae Praefecti; nec non amplissimi senatus academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis medicae decreto; Pro Gradu Doctoratus, summisque in medicina Honoribus et Privilegiis rite et legitime consequendis; eruditorum examini subjicit Gulielmus Harrison, Britannus, Societatum Physiceae et Chirurgo-Medicae Soc. Hon. Sperate Miseri, cavete felices. Ad diem 12, Septembris, hora locoque solitis..


Sp Coll Hunterian Ek.1.9 (Item 10 of 15)

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3088449


Sp Coll Ferguson Ap-y.98


Indexed In: Prosch, v. 1, p. 203

Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.

Collection: Ferguson.

Place & Date: Hamburg 1783
Hamburg 1789

Printer Etc.: Eckhardt, Johann David Adam, fl. 1777-1807.
Hoffmann, Benjamin Gottlob, fl. 1781-1816.

Annotations: numerous notes in pencil with some highlighting of paragraphs.

Binding: 19th century half binding brown and white paper; manuscript title details in ink on spine; text block edges dyed red.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3084919

Edinburgi: : Apud Balfour et Smellie, Academiae Typographos., M,DCC,LXXXIV. [1784]

Sp Coll 82.b.16

Indexed In: ESTC, T151459
Local Note: Item 12 of 15 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Jeffray, James, 1759-1848. Manuscript dedication to Mr. Jeffray [James?].
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1784
Printer Etc.: Balfour and Smellie.
Annotations: with manuscript list of authors of items bound in volume on recto of front free end-paper; previous shelfmark (?) in pencil "II.6.6" on front pastedown scored out.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown sheep and marbled paper; triple gilt fillet decoration at bands on spine; remains of black morocco label at head of spine, Glasgow College Medical Library Stamp in gilt at foot of spine; volume number (?) 5 in gilt circle on spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3077633
Practical observations on the more obstinate and inveterate venereal complaints. : By J. Schwediauer, M.D.

London: : Printed for J. Johnson, St Paul's Church-yard; and C. Elliot, Edinburgh., M. DCC. LXXXIV. [1784]

Note: Pp. 138 and 233-235 misnumbered 338 and 231-233 respectively.
A reissue of the edition with "Swedia'r" in the title, with a new titlepage.

Indexed In: ESTC, T53273
Proksch, v. 1, p. 41

Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Purcell, F. W. F.
Place & Date: London 1784
Printer Etc.: Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809.
Elliot, Charles, fl. 1766-1791.
Annotations: manuscript list of page references in pencil on front pastedown; possible price at head of front pastedown: £5.5.

Provenance: ownership stamp at head of recto of front free endpaper: F. W. F. Purcell.
Binding: 19th/20th century half binding brown cow skin and buckram; author and title details gilt in second from top compartment.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092991

Edinburgi: : Apud Balfour et Smellie, Academiae Typographos., M,DCC,LXXXVI. [1786]

Sp Coll 82.b.16

Indexed In: ESTC, T151564
Proksch, v. 1, p. 87
Local Note: Item 11 of 15 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1786
Printer Etc.: Balfour and Smellie.
Annotations: with manuscript list of authors of items bound in volume on recto of front free end-paper; previous shelfmark (?) in pencil "II.6.6" on front pastedown scored out.
Provenance: manuscript dedication in pencil on last unsigned page of item 10 of 15 "Dr Jeffray [James?] you are a great goose and a booby" manuscript dedication in ink on [4] "Doctor Jeffray [James?], with respectful compliments from his friend and fellow graduate. Nich. Elcock."; University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark L.4.1.
Binding: 18th/19th century quarter binding brown sheep and marbled papers; triple gilt fillet decoration at bands on spine; remains of black morocco label at head of spine, Glasgow College Medical Library Stamp in gilt at foot of spine; volume number (?) 5 in gilt circle on spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3077624
A treatise on the venereal disease. / by John Hunter.

London, : Sold at no. 13, Castle-Street, Leicester-Square, MDCCCLXXVI [1786]

Sp Coll q423

Note:
P.134 ends with "spasmodic affection"; Variant: p.134, ends with "in other respects".

Indexed In:
ESTC, T53871
Proksch, v. 1, p. 42

Provenance:
Riley Dunn & Wilson. Binder.

Place & Date:
London 1786

Annotations:
copious annotations throughout in at least two hands in pencil and ink; numerous notes in the margins commenting on text; nota marks, underlining and highlighting of paragraphs throughout.

Binding:
Scotland 20th century brown calfskin; title and author details gilt in second and third from top compartments.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1723133
Observations upon the new opinions of John Hunter, in his late treatise on the venereal disease, : treating on strictures in the urethra, his cure by caustick, his apparatus for conducting the caustick; and his chapter on impotence. Part the second. To be ended in the next. / By Jessé Foot, surgeon.

London: : Printed for T. Becket, bookseller to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Pall-Mall., M DCC LXXXVI [1786]

Sp Coll NK.4.8 (item 2 of 3)

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3093091
Practical observations on the natural history and cure of the venereal disease.:
in three volumes. / by John Howard, surgeon.

London: : Printed for R. Baldwin, and T. Longman, Pater-noster Row; and J. Johnson, St.
Paul's Church Yard., MDCCCLXXVII-MDCCXCIV. [1787-94]

Note: V. 1 and 2 printed in 1787; v. 3 in 1794.
This copy lacks folded plates of pathological specimens by B. Green.
Each volume with a half title.
Errata for v. 1 printed on verso of half title; errata for v. 2 and v.3 printed on final page.

Indexed In: ESTC, T149843
Proksch, v. 1, p. 44
Wellcome cat. of printed books, Ill, p. 307

University of Glasgow. Anatomy Class Library. Bookplate.

Place & Date London 1787-1794
Longman, Thomas, II, 1731-1797.
Johnson, Joseph, fl. 1761-1809.

Annotations: possible price on front pastedown of each volume: £-1.26; manuscript note on recto of
front free endpaper of v.2: Glasgow 27th Feby..1819; below this note there is an
obliterated signature: D [unread].

Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XXX.1.13-15;
University of Glasgow Anatomy Class Library, bookplate.

Binding: 18th/19th century brown tree calf; gold-tooled spines; the numbers 822-824 are gilt
sequentially in each top compartment; each volume has author and title details gilt on a
red morocco label in the second from top compartment; volume numbers are gilt in the
centre of the spine; Glasgow College Medical Library is gilt in the bottom compartment of
each volume; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092152
Observations upon the new opinions of John Hunter, in his late treatise on the venereal disease, : ending with the subject of gonorrhoea, and second part of his work. To be continued. / By Jessé Foot, surgeon.

London: : Printed for T. Becket, bookseller to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Pall-Mall., M DCC LXXXVII [1787]

Sp Coll NK.4.8 (item 1 of 3)
Observations upon the new opinions of John Hunter, in his late Treatise on the venereal disease, treating on chancre, bubo, and lues venerea. Also, a full investigation of some recent and serious cases of lues venerea, conveyed by transplantation of teeth. Part III. / By Jessé Foot, surgeon.

London: Printed for T. Becket, bookseller to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Pall-Mall., M DCC LXXXVII [1787]

Sp Coll NK.4.8 (item 3 of 3)
Practical observations on venereal complaints. / By F. Swediaur, M.D. To which are added, an account of a new venereal disease which has lately appeared in Canada; and a Pharmacopoeia Syphilitica.


Sp Coll NH.11.2

Note: With a half-title and two final advertisement leaves.
Originally published in 1787 as 'Practical observations on the more obstinate and inveterate venereal complaints'.

Indexed In: ESTC, T53268
Proksch, v. 1, p. 41

Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Jeffray, James, 1759-1848. Autograph(?).
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate.

Place & Date: London 1788
Edinburgh 1788

Printer Etc.: Elliot, Charles, fl.1766-1791.
C. Elliot, T. Kay, and Co.

Annotations: note on front pastedown: Glasgow Colledge 1795; numerous pen trial including the signature 'James Jeffray' repeated on the title page.

Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XXXIV.1.20.

Binding: 18th century brown calf; blind-tooled spine; possible former shelfmark gilt at head of spine: 1580; black morocco labe in second from top compartment; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt at foot of spine; yellow dyed edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092658
A treatise on the venereal disease. / By John Hunter.

London; : Sold at No. 13, Castle-Street, Leicester-Square; and by Mr. G. Nicol, Pall-Mall; and Mr. J. Johnson, St. Paul's Church-Yard., MDCCLXXXVIII [1788]

Sp Coll 83.b.15

Note The first edition was published in 1786. "The alterations in the second edition were mostly verbal. Both ... editions were printed and published at Mr. Hunter's own residence."--Ottley, Drewry. The life of John Hunter, in The works of John Hunter, London, 1837, v. 1, p. 193.

Bibliography Includes bibliographical references and index.

Indexed In Proksch, v. 1, p. 42

ESTC, T53870

Provenance University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate.

Place & Date London 1788

Printer Etc. Nicol, George, fl. 1776-1820.

Johnson, James 1750?–1811

Annotations with copious notes and drawings in pencil and ink in at least three hands; notes from 18th/19th century students(?) range from serious commentary on the text to the frivolous; several drawings of male and female anatomy.

Provenance University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark V.1.8.

Binding 18th/19th century quarter binding brown sheepskin and paper over boards; title and author details in second from top compartment; possible previous shelf mark on a brown paper label in second from bottom compartment: 16.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092972

Glascuae: : In aedibus academicis excudebat Andreas Foulis, Academiae Typographus.,
M.DCC.LXXIX [1789]

Sp Coll 82.b.22

Note: Copy lacks title page, foreword and errata sheets. Title and imprint details from online version. "Argento melius persolvunt omnia vivo Pars major; miranda etenim vis infita in illo est. Fracast." on title page.


Indexed In: ESTC, N17349
Proksch, v. 1, p. 87
Gaskell, 688B

Local Note: Item 7 of 14 bound together.

Collection: Old Library.

Place & Date: Glasgow 1789

Printer Etc.: Foulis, Andrew, the younger, 1756-1829.

Annotations: manuscript list of volume contents at start of volume; note in pencil at foot of contents list "see page 149"; note in pencil at top of page one "millar [unread] wanting (?) titles"; manuscript corrections in ink to text as laid out in errata.

Binding: Scotland 20th century quarter binding; brown calf and buckram; pencil note at head of rear pastedown "D.W. 11/6/74 3.06".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076877
Aphrodisiacus: sive De lue venerea in duas partes divisus quarum altera continet eius vestigia in veterum auctorum monimentis obvia altera quos Aloysius Luisinus temere omissit scriptores et medicos et historicos ordine chronologico digestos collegit notulis instruxit glossarium indicemque rerum memorabilium subiecit / D. Christianus Gothfridus Gruner

Ienae: apud Chr. Henr. Cunonis heredes, MDCCLXXXVIII. [1789]

Sp Coll Ferguson Ak-x.18

Note: Second title page indicating "Tomus tertius" is first leaf in volume. Includes bibliographical references and index. Main portion of text in double columns. Original title page tipped in to rear of volume between p. 166 and unsigned [16] glossary. Date in title in apostrophic (i.e. reversed "C" form). Contains a partial reprint of the China-root epistle of Andreas Vesalius, with the appended regimen, and Fracastoro's Syphilis, along with his description of syphilis from Bk. II of his De contagione.

Contents
Pt 1: Luis venereae vestigia in veterum scriptorum monimentis -- Pt 2: Scriptores de morbo gallico complexa.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 3(1)


Place & Date: Jena 1789

Printer Etc.: Cuno, Christian Heinrich, II, fl.1780-1806.

Annotations: with manuscript note in ink on front pastedown "Dr. Adami Samuelles Thitesü, Hirschbergae A. C. MDCCIC" stamp on original title page "Eduard Schubert Dr. Med" with a few other pencil and ink notes and labels (possibly booksellers' notations).

Provenance: manuscript ownership inscription in ink on front pastedown "Dr. Adami Samuelles Thitesü, Hirschbergae A. C. MDCCIC" ownership stamp on original title page "Eduard Schubert Dr. Med".

Binding: 18th century cream publisher boards; paper label at head of spine with author and bookseller (?) number information.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3078391
Salivation exploded: or, a practical essay on the venereal disease, fully demonstrating the inefficacy of salivation, and recommending an approved succedaneum. Illustrated with some remarkable cases, which had withstood three, four, or five salivations, and were afterwards cured, by that safe, easy and certain method, the alterative one. To which is added, a dissertation on gleets and weaknesses, seminal as well as venereal, in both sexes; with observations on diseases of the urethra, and the use of prophylactics. / By Charles Swift, surgeon.

London: : Printed for S. Bladon, No. 13, Pater-Noster Row; R. Faulder, New-Bond Street; P. Brett, opposite St. Clement's Church, Strand; Walter and Bell, No. 169, Piccadilly., MDCCLXXXIX [1789]

Sp Coll 1733

Note: Price from imprint (in square brackets): Price Two Shillings.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 39
ESTC, N492772
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1789
Printer Etc.: Bladon, Samuel, fl. 1753-1799.
Faulder, Robert, fl.1780-1811.
Brett, P., fl. 1789
Walter and Bell.
Annotations: price in pencil at had of title page: £4.4.0
Binding: unbound.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1693713
Dissertatio medica, inauguralis, de gonorrhoea virulenta. : quam, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson, S.S.T.P. ... Gulielmus Gibson,...

Edinburgi: : Apud Balfour et Smellie, Academiae Typographos., M,DCC,XC. [1790]

Sp Coll 82.b.24

Indexed In: ESTC, T151418
Local Note: Item 16 of 17 bound together.
Place & Date: Edinburgh 1790
Printer Etc.: Balfour and Smellie
Binding: Scotland 20th century quarter binding; brown calf and buckram; pencil note at head of rear pastedown "D.W. 11/6/74 3.06".

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3068359
Observations on the cure of gonorrhoea, : and some other effects of the venereal virus. / By Samuel Foart Simmons, M. D. F. R. S. Member of the College of Physicians, London; and of the Royal Medical Society at Paris.


Sp Coll NE.2.5

Note: First issued in 1780 with title: Observations on the cure of the gonorrhoea.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 7
ESTC, N493378

Collection: Old Library.


Place & Date: Edinburgh 1794
London 1794

Printer Etc.: Robertson, James, fl. 1790-1826.
Kearsley, George, fl. 1791-1813.
Jordan, Jeremiah Samuel, fl. 1790-1809.
Eaton, Daniel Isaac, fl.1781-1813.
Kay, Thomas, fl. 1787-1795.
Ramsey, William, fl. 1793-1799.

Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate.

Binding: 18th/19th century half binding brown calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt at foot of spine; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1746317
Sketches of facts and opinions respecting the venereal disease. / by William Houlston, member of the Corporation of Surgeons; Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and of the Medical Society of London; surgeon to the Philanthropic Reform, and to the Royal Universal Dispensary.


Sp Coll 1734

Note: With a final contents and advertisement leaf.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 46
ESTC, N23542
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1794
Printer Etc.: Cadell, Thomas, II, fl.1793-1845.
G. G. and J. Robinson.
Annotations: price in pencil at head of title page: £3.
Provenance: manuscript dedication in ink by William Houlston at head of title page: From the author.
Binding: unbound.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1693715
Medical reports, on the effects of water, cold and warm, as a remedy in fever and other diseases, whether applied to the surface of the body, or used internally. / By James Currie, M.D. F.R.S. Physician in Liverpool, and fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.


Contents: From t. p.: Vol. I. Including an inquiry into the circumstances that render cold drink, or the cold bath, dangerous in health. To which are added, observations on the nature of fever; and on the effects of opium, alcohol, and inanition. -- Vol. II. Consisting of the author's experience of this remedy subsequent to the second edition of volume I. And of important communications from others on the same subject. To which are added, four letters; one on the sphere of febrile contagion; two on the establishment of a lunatic asylum in Liverpool; and one on the effects of nitrous acid in lues venerea.

Indexed In: ESTC, T72780
Collection: Old Library.
Annotations: frequent manuscript annotations in several hands in pencil and ink in both volumes; some calculations on front free edpapers and pastedown of volume one; possible former shelfmarks on title pages: No 542 + 543.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark C.3.3.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3092778
A treatise on the venereal rose. / By William Butter, M.D. Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Member of the Medical Society, both Edinburgh.


Sp Coll NG.5.1

Note: With a half-title and a final advertisement leaf.
Indexed In: ESTC, T180684
Proksch, v. 3, p. 136
Local Note: Item 2 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Glasgow College Library. Bookplate and spine stamp.
Place & Date: London 1799
Printer Etc.: Cadell, Thomas, II, fl.1793-1845.
Jun. and W. Davies.
Provenance: manuscript dedication on verso of title page: From the author; Glasgow College Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XXXIII.2.7.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown calf and marbled paper; Glasgow College Library stamp gilt at foot of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091501
Observations on the effects of various articles of the materia medica, : in the cure of lues venerea: illustrated with cases. / By John Pearson, senior surgeon of the Lock Hospital and asylum, and the public dispensary; reader on the principles and practice of surgery.

London: : Printed for J. Callow, Crown Court, Princes Street, Soho, by W. Smith, No. 49, King Street, Seven Dials., 1800.

G17-g.5

Indexed In: ESTC, T63479
Proksch, v. 1, p. 373

Local Note: Item 1 of 3 bound together.

Provenance: Carrs, John, fl. 1809-1849. Label.

Place & Date: London 1800

Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
Smith, William, fl. 1795-1844.

Annotations: some pencil notes on title pages of all items bound in this volume and a list of autors on front flyleaf (possibly binders' notes).

Binding: 19th century half binding, brown calf and marbled paper; J. Carrs binders label on front pastedown; details of volume contents on black morocco label at head of spine; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3090529
Traité complet sur les symptomes, les effets, la nature et le traitement des maladies syphilitiques, / par F. Swediaur, D. M

Paris, : chez l'auteur, rue Jacob, no. 39, / pluviose an IX, (1801 vieux style.) [1801]


With manuscript poem on recto of front free endpaper "Ann, When beauty like a dazzling eagle [roost?], Perched on her bonnet in the cattles sheel"; numerous 19th century student (?) manuscript annotations in pencil in margins of both volumes commenting on text.

Provenance: Thomson, John, 1765-1846. manuscript ownership inscription. Swediauer, F. (Franz), 1748-1824 manuscript signature.

Place & Date: Paris 1801

Printer Etc.: Swediauer, Franz, 1748-1824.

Provenance: 18th/19th century manuscript ownership inscription "John Thomson" on title page of each volume; manuscript authors signature on verso of title page in volume one.

Binding: 19th century half binding, brown calf and marbled paper; blue sprinkled edges; red morocco label at head of spine on each volume.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3075013

Glasguae, : excudebant Chapmann et Lang. , 1801.

Sp Coll d.2.20
& Sp Coll 82.b.19

Note: With errata on p. 45.
Thesis: Thesis (M.D.) -- University of Glasgow, 1801.
Local Note: Copy at d.2.20 is item 12 of 14 bound together; copy at 82.b.19 is item 4 of 8 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate in copy at 82.b.19.
Place & Date: Glasgow 1801
Printer Etc.: Chapman and Lang

Annotations in copy at d.2.20: with manuscript note on front pastedown "Glasg. Coll. Lib. d.2.20".
Binding of copy at d.2.20: 19th century tree calf; gilt decoration at bands on spine; blue sprinkled edges.
Annotations in copy at 82.b.19: former shelfmark in pencil scored out "XI.5.20".
Provenance of copy at 82.b.19: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark L.4.1.
Binding of copy at 82.b.19: 19th century half binding brown sheepskin and marbled paper; faded black morocco (?) label at head of spine; gilt decoration at bands on spine; Glasgow College Medical Library in gilt at foot of spine; former volume number (?) "8" in gilt oval on spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1720363
Practical observations on the nature and treatment of some exasperated symptoms attending the venereal disease. / By Edward Geoghegan, member of the Royal College of Surgeons; of the Royal Society, Edinburgh; and surgeon to the Dublin General Dispensary.

London: : Printed by J. Cundee, Ivy-Lane; for J. F. Hughes, Wigmore-Street; and sold by Debrett, Piccadilly; Vernor and Hood, Poultry; Crosby and Letterman, Stationers' Court; West and Hughes, Paternoster-Row; Cox, St. Thomas-Street; Callow, Crown-Court; Gilbert, Dublin; Murdoch, Glasgow; Mudie, Edinburgh; Larkin, Boston; and Hughes and Co., Philadelphia., 1801.

Sp Coll NK.9.5

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 50
Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Glasgow College Library. Bookstamp.
Place & Date: London 1801
Printer Etc.: Cundee, James fl.1800-1817.
Hughes, James Fletcher, fl. 1801-1809.
Debrett, John, fl. 1752-1822.
Cox, Edward, fl. 1769-1809.
Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
Annotations: footnote corrected in ink p. 39
Binding: 19th century half binding green morocco and marbled paper; gld-tooled spine; volume author details gilt in second from top compartment; Glasgow College Library stamp gilt in bottom compartment; red sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1751961
An inquiry into the efficacy of oxygene, in the cure of syphilis. : To which is subjoined, a few general observations on its application, in various other disorders. / By Charles Platt, surgeon to the New Finsbury Dispensary, and member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London.


Sp Coll NF.4.9

Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references.
Indexed In: Proskch, v. 3, p. 722
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1802
Printer Etc.: Mawman, Joseph, fl.1801-1828.
 Gillett, Thomas fl.1791-1810.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XLII.14.19.
Binding: 19th century half binding speckled calf and marbled paper; author and title details gilt on a red morocco label in second from top compartment; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt in bottom two compartments; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091989
A treatise on the primary symptoms of lues venerea, : with a concise critical and chronological account of all the English writers on this subject, from the year 1735 (being the period at which Dr. Astruc concluded his historical account) to 1785. / To which is added, an analysis of a course of lectures delivered by the author, at his house, No. 2, Soho-Square. / By G. Rees, M. D.

An inquiry into some of the effects of the venereal poison on the human body; : with an occasional application of physiology, observations on some of the opinions of Mr. John Hunter and Mr. Benjamin Bell, and practical remarks. / By S. Sawrey, surgeon.


Sp Coll NF.4.6

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 50
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1802
Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
Lackington, Allen and Co.
Annotations: unread manuscript note on front pastedown.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spince; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt in bottom two compartments; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1747752
A treatise on the venereal rose; : commonly termed gonorrhoea virulenta: containing a simple, safe, and certain method of cure, without the use of mercury. / By William Butter, M. D.

London: : Printed for J. Callow, Medical Bookseller, No. 10, Crown Court, Princes Street, Soho; by W. Smith and Son, King Street, Seven Dials., 1805

Sp Coll NF.4.8

Note: With a half title.
With a final leaf of advertisements.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 136
Local Note: Item 2 of 2 bound together
Place & Date: London 1805
Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
W. Smith and Son.
Annotations: note in ink on front pastedown: Butter on the venereal rose, No. 398; some other possible shelfmarks.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark A.2.1.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; the number 18 is gilt in the top compartment; Glasgow College Medical Library is gilt in the bottom two compartments; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1747758
Practical observations on the natural history and cure of the venereal disease. : In two volumes. / By John Howard, Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, London.

London: : Printed for C. and R. Baldwin, Bridge-Street; and John Murray, Fleet-Street., 1806.

G14-y.3-4

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 44
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London, 1806
Printer Etc.: Murray, John, fl.1794-1830.
C. and R. Baldwin.
Provenance: manuscript ownership signature on title page of both volumes: John Thomson.
Binding: both volumes have 19th century half binding; brown calfskin and marbled paper over boards; gilt fillets on spine; red morocco label with author and title details at head of spine; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3090459
Observations on the effects of various articles of the materia medica, in the cure of lues venerea: illustrated with cases. / by John Pearson, F. R. S. Senior surgeon of the Lock Hospital, and asylum, and surgeon of the public dispensary; reader on the principles and practice of surgery.

London: Printed for J. Callow, Crown Court, Princes Street, Soho, by J. and W. Smith, King Street, Seven Dials., 1807.

Sp Coll NF.5.20
& Store HA04576

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 373
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate and spine stamp in NF.5.20 copy.
Place & Date: London 1807
Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
J. and W. Smith
Copy at Store HA04576 has a 16 page advertisement of works sold by Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme at rear dated October 1, 1806.
Provenance of Store HA04576 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate.
Binding of Store HA04576 copy: 19th century blue publishers boards; remains of red paper label with author and title details at head of spine; untrimmed textblock.
Provenance of NF.5.20 copy: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XLII.24.5.
Binding of NF.5.20 copy: 19th century quarter binding brown calf and marbled paper; Glasgow College Medical Library stamp at foot of spine; author and title details at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1747922
Observations on morbid poisons, chronic and acute. : The first comprehending syphilis, yaws, sivvens, elephantiasis, and the anomala confounded with them. The second the acute contagions, particularly the variolous and vaccine. / Joseph Adams, M. D. F. L. S. Physical to the Small Pox and Inoculation Hospitals.

London: : Printed for J. Callow, Crown Court, Princes Street, Soho; by J & W Smith, King Street, Seven Dials., 1807.

Sp Coll NG.3.11

Note: With advertisements.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 259
Local Note: MHL Spec Coll
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1807
Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
J & W Smith.
Annotations: manuscript note on title page: a great book is a great evil; some note in pencil in the margins.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate; Glasgow College Library, stamp and spine stamp.
Binding: 20th century brown buckram; title and author details gilt on spine; Glasgow College Library stamp gilt at foot of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091729
A practical treatise on diseases of the urethra; particularly describing the various symptoms attending strictures, obstructions, gleets, seminal weakness, fistulas, incontinency of urine, spasmodic affections, gonorrhoea, chancre, &c. &c. &c. and on the prevention of the stone and gravel. To which is added a variety of cases, tending to shew the efficacy of Daran's medicated bougies; and a new method of treating a gonorrhoea: also remarks on caustic bougies, with extracts from various authors, uniformly proving the danger and inefficacy of the caustic. / by W. Dufour, surgeon.

London: : Printed for J. Callow, No. 10, Crown Court, Prince's Street, Soho; Gale and Curtis, Paternoster Row, and the author, No. 54, Frith Street, Soho, by W. Smith and Co. King Street, Seven Dials., [18--]

Sp Coll Nf.4.14

Note: Price from title page: Three Shillings.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 2, p. 9
Local Note: Item 1 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 18--
Printer Etc.: Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
W. Smith and Co.
Gale and Curtis.
Annotations: several manuscript notes in pencil commenting on the motives of the author.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown sheepskin and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; author and title details in second from top compartment; Glasgow College Medical Library gilt in bottom compartment; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091959
A treatise on the venereal disease. / By John Hunter.

London. : Printed by W. Bulmer and Co. Cleveland Row, for G. and W. Nicol, Booksellers to His Majesty, Pall Mall., 1810.

Sp Coll 84.b.12

Edition: The third edition, enlarged from the materials left by the author for that purpose; with occasional observations of the editor, Everard Home.

Note: Includes index.

With engraved portrait of John Hunter opposite title page; original painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds; engraving by William Sharp.


Place & Date: London 1810

Printer Etc.: W. Bulmer and Co.
G. and W. Nicol.

Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark vi.2.15.

Binding: 19th century green buckram.

With manuscript note on recto of engraving leaf “14 days for perusal 1812” unread manuscript note on final page of index.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074735
A treatise on the venereal disease. / By John Hunter. With an introduction and commentary by Joseph Adams, M. D. Author of observations on morbid poisons. &c


Provenance: Adams, Joseph, 1756-1818. manuscript dedication.
University of Glasgow. Medical Class Library. Bookplate.
University of Glasgow. Medico-Chirurgical Society library. manuscript ownership inscription.

Place & Date: London 1810

Printer Etc.: Willis, T., fl. 1810.
Barnard, John George, fl. 1800-1825.
Callow, John, fl. 1799-1828.
Sherwood, Neely, and Jones.

Copy specific: Numerous student (?) manuscript annotations in pencil and pen throughout commenting on text; lengthy unread note in faint pencil on recto of front flyleaf; lengthy unread note in faint pencil on recto of rear flyleaf dated 1816.

Provenance: Joseph Adams (1756-1818) (?) manuscript dedication on [v] "with the compliments of the authors asst(?)"; University of Glasgow Medico-Chirurgical Society library manuscript ownership inscription on recto of front free endpaper; University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark F.2.6.

Binding: 19th century half binding brown calf and paper over boards; Glasgow College Medical Library stamp at foot of spine; number 829 stamped at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3074785
A practical treatise and observations on the nature, variety, & treatment, of the venereal disease, in its primary operation & consequences: : with particular remarks on strictures of the urethra, pointing out a new and peculiar method of cure, attended with safety, speed, and secrecy. To which is prefixed, an account of the establishment and regulations of the Lock Dispensary, with a view of guarding the community against the effects of empiricism, by a successful and scientific plan of treatment. / By F. Kiernan, member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and surgeon to the Lock Dispensary.

London; : Printed for the author [by Ballintine & Byworth] and sold at his house, 21, lower Charlotte-Street, Bedford-Square: and by all booksellers., 1811.

Sp Coll NH.6.6

Note: This Dr. Francis Kiernan is the Father of Dr. Francis Kiernan (1800-1874).
Additional imprint details from colophon.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 53
Local Note: Item 2 of 2 bound together.
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1811
Printer Etc.: Ballintine & Byworth.
Annotations: some pen trials on rear flyleaf.
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate: former shelfmark XIX.5.20.
Binding: 19th century half binding brown calf and marbled paper; gold-tooled spine; remains of red morocco label in second from top compartment gilt with title details; blue sprinkled edges.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3091525
The mercurial disease. : An inquiry into the history and nature of the disease produced in the human constitution by the use of mercury, with observations on its connexion with the lues venerea. / By Andrew Mathias, surgeon extraordinary to the Queen and to Her Majesty's household, surgeon to the Westminster lying-in-hospital, consulting surgeon to the northern dispensary, and member of the Royal College of Surgeons of London.


Sp Coll NF.4.7

Note: With a half-title, final page of advertisements and errata slip bound in before the introduction.
Indexed In: Proksch, v. 3, p. 752
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: London 1811
Provenance: University of Glasgow Medical Class Library, bookplate.
Binding: Scotland 20th century quarter binding red morocco and buckram; author and title details gilt in second from top compartment; pencil binders note on rear pastedown: D.W 16/9/76 8.14.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1747753
The surgical works of John Abernethy, F.R.S. &c. &c. &c. : On the constitutional origin and treatment of local diseases; aneurism; diseases resembling syphilis; and diseases of the urethra.


Sp Coll NK.4.4

Contents: Vol. 1: "Surgical observations on the constitutional origin and treatment of local diseases -- Vol. 2: "Surgical observations on the origin, symptoms, and treatment of diseases produced by the absorption of morbisic animal matter, and which in appearance frequently resemble syphilis"

Collection: Old Library.
Local Note: MHL Spec Coll
Place & Date: London 1811
Printer Etc.: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown.
Annotations: frequent notes and remarks in pencil throughout; further comments and calculations in ink on rear endpapers; unidentified caricature on rear pastedown.
Binding: 19th century brown calf skin.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1751367
Vorlesungen über die syphilitische Krankheit und ihre Gestalten. : Abgedruckt nach dem manuscrito des verfassers. / Johann Adam Schmidt

Wien, : Bey Kupffer und Wimmer., 1812.

Sp Coll 1737

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 53
Collection: Old Library.
Place & Date: Vienna 1812
Printer Etc.: Kupffer und Wimmer.
Binding: blue publishers boards; author details in ink on paper label at head of spine.

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b1693738
Surgical observations on diseases resembling syphilis; : and on diseases of the urethra. / By John Abernethy, F. R. S. Honorary member of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, and of the medical societies of Paris, Philadelphia, &c., surgeon to Christ's Hospital, assistant surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, professor of anatomy and surgery, to the Royal College of Surgeons, and teacher of anatomy and surgery.


Sp Coll Dk.13.2
& Sp Coll NN.5.8

http://eleanor.lib.gla.ac.uk/record=b3076941
An essay on the venereal diseases which have been confounded with syphilis, and the symptoms which exclusively arise from that poison. Illustrated by drawings of the cutaneous eruptions of true syphilis, and the resembling diseases. / by Richard Carmichael, M. R. I. A. President of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and one of the surgeons of the Lock Hospital, Dublin.

Dublin: Printed by James Cumming & Co. Temple-Lane, for Gilbert and Hodges, Dublin; and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Browne, London., 1814.

Sp Coll b.2.29

Note: With advertisements on pages v-viii. Four colour plates with explanations bound at rear. Includes bibliographical references and appendices.

Indexed In: Proksch, v. 1, p. 53(1)
Collection: Old Library.
Provenance: Glasgow College Library.
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